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FOREWORD

The economies of the East Asia and th
(EAP) region have grown rapidly over
few decades.  However, this rapid grow
accompanied by considerable enviro
damage, such as water and air p
deforestation, biodiversity loss, and
change impacts.  Environmental dete
often disproportionately affects poor pe
constrains future economic growth. 
particularly true for the EAP countrie
most of the countries in this reg
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 the last

th
nme
ollut

clim
riora
ople

Thi
s, s

ion are critic
dependent on natural resources.  The W

ogn
n

In response to growing environmental 
challenges, governments have introduced
environmental policies, regulations and
programs.  It has become obvious, however, that
governments alone cannot solve serious

environmental problems. Civil society and
business leaders have important complementary 

and Social
ged as a business
ues to evolve in

ses are beginning
to enhance

their exports to 
ntal regulations

s consumers. In
environmental

for improving
sustainable production and consumption 
practices is growing domestically even in less
developed countries, and there is an
increasingly vocal civil society and other
stakeholders who call for improved corporate 
practices.

Magda Lovei
Sector Manager

Environment and Social Development Unit
East Asia and the Pacific

cific

Bank’s regional environment strategy rec
that such environmental deterioratio
pollution affects people’s quality of life.

was
ntal
ion,
ate

tion
and
s is
ince
ally
orld
izes
and

roles.

Corporate Environmental
Responsibility (CESR) has emer
initiative.  While CESR contin
many countries, some busines
to view CESR as a way
competitiveness and increase
markets with strong environme
and environmentally consciou
addition, awareness of
degradation and the need
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The East Asia and the Pacific (EAP
experienced not only rapid economic
but also considerable environmental
over the last few decades. For econom
to continue without further degradatio
environment, governments and business
have begun to address private sector
sustainable development. One of the
sector responses is Corporate Soc
Environmental Responsibility (

) re
gro
dam

ic gro
n to

lea
’s rol

pri
ial

CESR), volun
ies’
nme

y
nd l
 later
ions

Cs)
nme

rs like the Bhopal accident in the 19 0s,
environmental issues also became an impor

ents,
nme
ry co
agem

n the environmental managem
aspect of CESR, the review of corpo

in
ities
ple,
tand
increa

Over 6,700 organizations obtained ISO 14
certificates in the EAP region. About 190
companies in the region participate in the Global
Compact (GC) that promotes commitments to 
the environment and labor-related principles
among businesses.  Some large companies in the
region participate in the Global Reporting
Initiative (GRI) that promotes the adoption of 
the GRI environmental reporting guidelines. 

n have also been 
ions, such as the

tes of the Forest
ough some EAP
stainability index 
lity World Index
stors in the EAP 
on sustainability

ially responsible investments
f SRI funds are

ly in Hong Kong,

ools described in
panies such as

es of conduct,
certification and

and (2) CESR
olders1 such as

market-based
regulations, mandatory public disclosure

ublic recognition programs, and
or companies are

le some CSR 
ernments such as

e mandatory.

ders in the EAP
tools to undertake
xamples of using 

he EAP region.  A 
te Environmental

dertaken by some 
However, the

participation to apply the
elines is low (only

11 companies).  Larger companies and
multinational corporations (MNCs) tend to
publish information about their environmental
performance more than others. Codes of 
conducts in the EAP region are also influenced
by MNCs.  Subsidiaries of MNCs apply the 
headquarters’ codes of conduct.  Companies in 

gion
wth,
age
wth
the

ders
e in
vate
and

environmental management practices
countries indicates that CESR activ
increasing in the region.  For exam
number of International S
Organizations (ISO) 14001 certification
tremendously.

Companies in the EAP regio
adopting other private certificat
forestry management certifica
Stewardship Council. Alth
companies are listed in a su
like the Dow Jones Sustainabi
(DJSWI), companies and inve
region are not yet very keen
indexes and soc

tary
core
ntal

the
abor

by
of
in

ntal

(SRI). A limited number o
available in the region – on
Singapore, Malaysia, and Taiwan.

There are two sets of CESR t
this paper: (1) CESR tools for com
environmental reporting, cod
environmental management
standards, and eco-labeling
promotion tools for stakeh
command-and-control and

business contributions through compan
business activities that address enviro
and social concerns of society at large.

CESR became an established concept b
1970s mainly driven by the ethics a
concerns in developed countries, and
the same concerns about operat
multinational corporations (MN
developing countries. With enviro
disaste 8

tant programs, p
aspect of CESR. Following these incid
private sector began to undertake enviro
management initiatives such as volunta
of conduct and environmental man
systems.

Focusing o

the
ntal
des
ent

ent
rate

EAP
are
the

ards
sed

CESR indexes.  CESR tools f
applied on a voluntary basis whi
promotion tools used by gov
public disclosure programs ar

Cases from the EAP Region 
Some companies and stakehol
region have been using CESR
or promote CESR activities. E
voluntary CESR tools exist in t
voluntary CESR tools, Corpora
Reporting (CER), has been un
companies in the EAP.

in the GRI

001
international reporting guid

1 Stakeholders include government, civil society, and 
investors.
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the supply chain are adopting the
conduct of international industrial ass
such as International Council of Toy In
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conduct of international industrial ass
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ociat
dus

(ICTI) and International Council of Chem

tion
MN

ion in
ies.
dou

panie in
crea

01 certificates. Howe
there is little information available on the ac

ent f
anagement sys

like ISO 14001 (See Figure 1).
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(5) demand from civil society s
campaigns.  Business concerns for re
and relationship with external stakehol
including the public and importers mot
companies to improve their envir
performance.  Given the large number o
companies in the region, tapping into S
informal sector is imp

uch
puta

i
onmental
f sm
MEs
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d
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d society;

limited effectiveness of some CESR tools
onme
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Bank in
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romo
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ESR
ctor
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improve the business environment for SME
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t contact

with private sector companies, advocates the
Equator Principles and the GRI, and continues
to disseminate good private sector practices.

While IFC promotes CESR directly among 
private sector companies, the Bank can promote
CESR by working with governments.  The Bank

prove the design
ons to set the
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tion to build
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ESR awareness is 
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r companies have
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mong companies in the region,
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is a need for improving stakeholder activities,
including those of governments, consumers, and
investors, which affect companies’ behavior and
CESR.  There is equally a need to support
companies themselves in building greater
awareness of CESR, its tools, and advantages as
linked with their core business.
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a change in approach to soc
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INTRODUCTION
HISTORICAL AND DEVELOPMENT CONTEXT

The evolution of the CESR concept s
early as the 1700s over dissatisfacti
prevailing business practices. Slave la
still allowed, but some consumers
unethical. In the 1790s, a consumer
boycott was carried out by Elizabeth
who urged the people in Leicester, E
not to buy sugar from the West Indie

tarted a
on with 
bor wa
found
produ

Heyrick
ngland
s wher

slave labor was used. This incident forced th
r from

labo

ed to
800s a
nal la
ion, w

. By
ds beg
al La

g so
hum

ights by formulating internatio
imp
do

natio
s w

ork

y, also
he 1970s,
mitte
vernm

rties
order to secure business contracts. As a re
the United States passed the Foreign Corrupt 
Practices Act. In the late 1970s, many U.S. 
companies and others adopted voluntary
corporate codes of conduct focusing on ethics 
(Jenkins 2001). The Brookings Institution, a well-
established economic think tank in Washington,
had by this time already recognized the concept
of corporate social responsibility (CSR) and

ortant issue not only for
business but in the theory and practice of law,

e 1974).

countries and
concerned about
ices. In the 1960s
orations (MNCs)
into developing
ry governments
ess practices of

sing restrictions on foreign
al development
 20 developing

to control the
9).

national bodies
orporate behavior
kers’ rights. The 
Organization for 
d Development
Declaration on
d Multinational
e the investment

cial progress and
nvironment. The 
oluntary codes of

ultinational enterprises. In 1977,
the ILO’s governing body approved its 
Tripartite Declaration of Principles concerning
Multinational Enterprises and Social Policy. In

llivan Principles, a
mpanies operating in 
ped to improve human

ortunity.3

s

labor standards. The ILO’s conventions
obligations on the member states, but
directly address the behavior of inter
employers, even though it work
governments as well as employers and w
(Jenkins 2001).

An additional issue, corporate briber
contributed to CESR development. In t
hundreds of American companies ad
making illegal payments to foreign go
officials, politicians, and political pa

considered it “an imp

s
it
ct

,
,
e
e

r

politics and economics” (McKi

Simultaneously, developing
international bodies became
multinational corporate pract
and 1970s, multinational corp
expanded their operations
countries. Developing count
tried to regulate the busin
MNCs by impo

East Indian Company to get suga
producers who did not use slave
(Economist 2002).

Concerns for labor rights eventually l
formation of trade unions in the late 1
the early 1900s. In 1945, an internatio
union, the World Trade Union Federat
founded (Trade Union World 1999)
mid–1900s, international labor standar
to form. Since 1919, the Internation
Organization (ILO) has been promotin
justice and internationally recognized
and labor r

the
nd

bor
as

the
an

bor
cial
an

nal
ose
not
nal
ith
ers

ownership or requiring loc
(Jenkins 2001)2. More than
countries passed legislation
activities of MNCs (Hepple 199

At about the same time, inter
supported the regulation of c
and the protection of wor
member countries of the
Economic Co-operation an
(OECD) adopted the
International Investment an
Enterprises in 1976 to improv
climate while encouraging so
minimizing damage to the e
declaration includes a set of v
conduct for m

d to
ent

in

the same year, the Global Su
code of conduct for co
South Africa, was develo

sult, rights and equal opp

2 This is a view that is prevalent in the literature.
However, the picture is more complex.  As pointed
out by one reviewer, developing countries have
passed legislation that would stimulate foreign
companies’ activities.
3 See http://globalsullivanprinciples.org.
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The 1970s also saw heightened concern
environment, highlighted by the first E
Followed by a disaster in 1984 at Bhopal
where a Union Carbide gas leak
thousands and the site was left cont
(Luce 2004), environmental issues
became an element of corporate respo
All these events increased

s for
arth D

, In
k

amin
fin

nsibi
the pressures

y tow

e. By
ner

coun
velop
rassr
onm

). In addition, new corporate code
conduct focused more on environmental

des
an

cov

t g
SR
agem
dus

he
ce ca
opted
nitia
ctice

fact

ustra
d British
ed su

the late 1980s and the initiative has b
than 50 countries since

then4.  Similarly, environmental management
systems (EMS) emerged as a tool to help
corporations systematically improve their
environmental performance.  An international
EMS standard, ISO 14001, was published in 1996
and it has been widely adopted worldwide.

 the
ay.

dia,
illed
ated
ally
lity.

on
ard

this
ship

Although environmental is
considered in CESR activiti
environmental issues in CESR
labor issues. Even the 1991 vers
Guideline for Multinational Ent
limited reference to envi
(FitzGerald 2001). The lack o
environment may be due to the
on acceptable internationa
standards and the variability
conditions across different
Parry, Aguilar, and Jawahar 2
recognized by resear

businesses to behave more responsibl
the environment, labor, and society.

In the 1990s, CESR became a global issu
time, the pressure to control foreign ow
has been reduced by most of the
(Jenkins 2001).  The role of MNCs in de
countries became the focus of g
activities for human rights, labor, envir
and improved social conditions (Hopkins
Cowe 2003

tries
ing

oots
ent,
and
s of
and

of
the

ered

environmental standards are f
others, 2004) and that environm
are diverse (Ashida and Plinke 2

Today, companies and govern
have begun to recognize th
CESR. For companies, CE
opportunities and risks.  By u
companies could increases c
export markets by meeting hig

labor issues (Jenkins 2001). These co
conduct were more comprehensive th
ones developed in the 1970s, which
mainly ethics.

As concerns for the environmen
businesses started to address CE
implement various environmental man
initiatives.  For example, the chemical in
initiative to help the industry improve its
safety and environmental performan
Responsible Care initiative, was first ad
the Canadian association in 1985. The i
includes principles and codes of pra
address concerns about manu
distribution and use of chemicals.
American Chemistry Council, A
Plastics and Chemicals Association, an
Chemical Industries Association follow

rew,
and
ent

try’s
alth,
lled

by
tive
s to
ure,
The
lian

undertaking CESR, compan
risks such as reputation damag
Governments also started to
potential contribution of CES
growth.

For governments, CESR and re
also complements to environm
Theoretically, if all companie
minimum standards set b
regulations, any addition

it in 
een

designed to promote the
environmentally and socia

implemented in more

4 See http://responsiblecare.org/.

sues are now 
es, attention for
 still lags behind
ion of the OECD 

erprises makes
ronmental issues

f focus on the
inability to agree

l environmental
in environmental

locations (Fischer,
005). This is also

ch papers that international
ew (Jørgensen and

ental challenges
004).

ments worldwide
e importance of 

SR represents
ndertaking CESR, 
ompetitiveness in

her expectations
or improve profitability by cutting costs and
improving material efficiency. By not

ies may increase
es and litigations.

recognize the 
R to economic

gulations can be 
ental protection.
s have met the

y environmental
al efforts on

environmental improvements mean going
beyond compliance. Regulations could be also

development of
lly responsible

products and services as well as the 
development of demand for such products.
Lastly, CESR could also contribute to economic 
growth by increasing competitiveness in exports 
markets.

The World Bank (Bank) also recognizes and
promotes CESR and sustainable private sector 
growth in several ways. The EAP regional
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environment strategy supports efforts by cl
countries to improve policy and re
frameworks and engage the private sect
civil society in improving envir
management. In addition, the
Environment Strategy also explicitly hi
sustainable private sector development
important aspect of the “quality of g
Furthermore, the Bank’s Private
Development unit has been promoti
through its Corporate Social Res
Practice by assisting client government
more effectively with businesses, use in
and take advantages of the linkage
voluntary programs and regulations. L
Bank itself has adopted CESR within
institution t

ient
tory
and
ntal
nk’s
ghts

an
th.”
ctor
ESR
ible
ork
ves,

Sustainability Initiative. As CESR’s im
increases in the EAP region and the Ban
does the need to better understand CE
and challenges.

The primary objective of this paper is t

efforts.  This is a desk-top r
practice and not a comprehen
CESR in the region.  It is inten
first step to help the region
approach on the issue. T
discusses the CESR model b
concepts and key tools of
reviews the current trends and
at CESR cases in the EAP re
describes drivers of change,
discussion on barriers. Th
concludes with suggestions

gula
or

onme
Ba

ghli
as

row
Se

ng C
pons

s to w
centi
betw

astly
 its

hough its Environmental and So
porta
k, so

SR is

o review 
the environmental management aspects of CESR 
and discuss the issues and challenges related to
promoting CESR activities in the EAP region.  It 
also identifies drivers and constraints to CESR,
and looks at how the Bank can support these

eview of CESR
sive study of the
ded to serve as a

form a view and
he first chapter 
y describing the 

CESR. Chapter 2
Chapter 3 looks

gion. Chapter 4 
followed by a 

e final chapter
for a potential

complementary role of the Bank and the 
tion (IFC) to move

tegy in the EAP 

Responsibility,
hen discussing

corporations’ performance on social and
environmental matters.  To reflect the accurate
coverage of the issues, the term, CESR, 
Corporate Environmental and Social 
Responsibility, is used in this paper where 
appropriate.

een
, the
own
cial
nce
too

sues

International Finance Corpora
toward a CESR promotion stra
region.

The term, CSR, Corporate Social
is most often used w
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CHAPTER 1 
THE CESR CONCEPT AND KEY TOOLS

CESR Concept
CESR or CSR has more than a single n
definition. CESR is often synonymo
corporate citizenship, corporate susta
and corporate philant

ame an
us wi

inabili
hropy, although each

these terms has slightly different connotation
re tw

widely accepted definitions:

Sustain

]usiness' commitment to contribute
king wi

e local communi
quality

n of t

ate social
busine
th th
socia

leg
plian

, t
holder

ot a
s th
he E

so
responsibility excludes corporate philanthr
because CESR is about a company’s

not just about its charit
donations (Luetkenhorst 2004). CESR, when it is
incorporated into core business practices, is
more than corporate philanthropy. Instead,
CESR is about the way a company does its
business and how a company conducts itself in
relation to stakeholders (Crook 2005). However, 

d
th
ty,
of
s.

operations and in their interaction wi
stakeholders on a voluntary basis. Being
responsible means not only fulfilling
expectations, but also going beyond com
and investing “more” into human capital
environment and the relations with stake

These widely accepted definitions do n
on the treatment of charitable donation
also called corporate philanthropy. T
definition implies that corporate

CESR has a philanthropic
Charitable donations such
educational and health organ
CESR activities (Commission
and Development 2004). This focu
corpo

Among the various definitions, here a o

able

to
th

ty,
of

he

does not make any real cha
business practices.

However, it is possible for CES
have real impacts on the en
especially when CESR become
core business practices and stra
from such business changes ca
For example, Mirant, an inte
company in the Philippines,
business strategy. The compan
upstream areas and mangro
areas in Pagbilao and Badre
Quezon in collaboration

The World Business Council on
Development:5

[B
sustainable economic development, wor
employees, their families, th
and society at large to improve their
life.

The European Union (EU) (Commissio
European Communities 2001, p. 6):

[A] concept whereby companies integr
and environmental concerns in their ss

eir
lly
al
ce
he
s.

gree
at is
U’s

(DENR). This action is stro
company’s core business of
because these forested areas s
sink” to offset its carbon em
energy production (Business W

Other examples exist in Asi
group now recycles almost 10
resources at its Shenzhen and
in C

cial
opy
core
able

employees to recycle at the
company dormitories and also
local power company to use Fbusiness operations,

5 See http://www.wbcsd.ch/.

focus in reality.
as supporting

izations dominate
on Private Sector 

s on charitable
rate activities has reinforced the idea that

CESR is just corporate window-dressing that
nges to corporate

R activities to
vironment.  It is
s part of a firm’s
tegy that impacts
n be long lasting. 
rnational energy
uses CESR as a
y has reforested

ves near coastal
Burgoes and in

with the Philippines
Department of Energy and Natural Resources

ngly tied to the
producing energy
erve as a “carbon
issions from the 
orld 2003a).

a. Fuji Xerox Co. 
0 percent of its 

Shanghai factories
hina, producing almost no waste from their

operations. For three years, the company taught 
factories and the 
negotiated with a
uji Xerox’s waste

as fuel (International Herald Tribune, 2005). This
practice made employees aware of the
importance of sorting waste inside and outside
of the company.

There are many ways to integrate CESR that fits 
to each company’s core business.  In Malaysia, a 
Malaysian energy provider, Tenaga National
Berhad, and a supermarket chain, Carrefour,
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incorporate CESR into their operations.
runs a Carbon Isolation program th
reforestation and Carrefour p
environmentally friendly shopping ba
shoppers (Luan 2004a).  When business
and broader social benefits are c
through CESR activities, CESR is no
public relations agenda. It becomes a

Ten
ro

rov
gs

ben
onne
t ju
busi

strategy that brings about long-lasting imp
nm

rpo
citizenship and corporate sustainability. T

erms.
corpo

bution
its cor
ent an

ent i
compan

manages its economic, social and environmenta
th it
yee

s an
pany'

ab
bility
t cre

bra
ing f

so
resid

James D. Wolfensohn also emphasized
ss and

mple philanthropy. He noted that “corporate
gnition of the

ector must take
in ensuring social progress, improved equity, 
higher living standards, and stewardship for the
environment" (World Bank, 2001). All these

aga
ugh

relationships, and the way it engages wi
stakeholders (such as shareholders, emplo
customers, business partners, government
communities), has an impact on the com
long-term success.

According to the Dow Jones Sustain
Indexes (DJSI), corporate sustaina
defined as “a business approach tha
long-term shareholder value by em
opportunities and managing risks deriv
economic, environmental and
developments”7. Former World Bank P

terms illustrate business
strategies

ides
to

efits
cted
st a
ness
acts
ent,

environment, and society. 

There is also a similar co
business benefits, the environm
at large.  It is called triple b
TBL is a business concept
company tries to satisfy three
performance simultaneously
performance, social performa
performance.  It is a b

on the longevity of business, the enviro
and society at large.

Other names of CESR include co rate
here
The
rate

a
e
d
n
y

intentionally pursues environm
betterment as much as profits.
may be used interchangeably in business.

These terms are used in bu
makes sense to businesses
contributes to profitability on i
direct sense.  These are “w
that companies behave resp
they are good business. Th

are various definitions of these t
World Economic Forum defines
citizenship as follows6:

Corporate citizenship is the contri
company makes to society through
business activities, its social investm
philanthropy programs, and its engagem
public policy. The manner in which a

l
s

s,
d
s

ility
 is
ates
cing
rom
cial
ent

that
not

undertake CESR activities
continuous environmental imp
point that corporate perform
legal obligations.  However, it
case.

In this paper, CESR is defin
business contributions to
through companies’ core busine
address environmental and soc
this definition, firms undertak
based on their own decisio
regulatory requirements. Howe
linked to regulations, bec
internalize externalities. CESR
contributes tocorporate sustainability is good busine

si
sustainability today includes reco
leadership role that the private s

6 See http://www.weforum.org/site/ homepublic
.nsf/Content/Global+Corporate+Citizenship+Initiati
ve.
7 See http://www.sustainability-indexes.com/
htmle/sustainability/corpsustainability.html.

approaches or
that are good for business, the

ncept that links
ent, and society

ottom line (TBL).
under which a

types of business
: environmental
nce, and financial

usiness approach that
ental and social
All these terms 

siness today.  It 
when CESR 

ts own and in a
in-win” situations

onsibly, because
eoretically, these 

situations encourage more companies to 
and lead to

rovements to the
ance goes beyond
 is not always the

ed as voluntary
society at large

ss activities that
ial concerns. By

e CESR activities
ns, rather than 

ver, CESR is 
ause CESR can

implementation
the internalization of 

environmental and social concerns and
objectives into corporate planning and
management practices.  These CESR practices
include a variety of activities ranging from
corporate environmental performance
improvements and environmental disclosure to 
cleaner production activities such as material
substitution and energy efficiency.
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Key CESR Tools for Companies
The following section briefly introduces
CESR tools that companies can volunta
This section presents some example
type

 the
rily

s of
s of tools that are currently used, but it d

not aim to provide a comprehensive list of C

.8 CER is 
ure
e. M

do
ep

ple,
tiative) and criteria (for

example, wastewater discharge, en
y no
ng t

a se
pany or

her
ernm

ation—they typically include a provisio
comply with local laws—but they are not

e w
cod
l ra

nd R

(E
ecide to
an E
st m

g
sms

monitoring and measurement of performance,
requirem

arty audit. 
third-party does not set the requirements but 
only certifies the companies for meeting such 
requirements. These EMS standard programs
include the International Standards
Organization (ISO) 14000 standards series, the 
Eco-Management and Audit Scheme (EMAS) of

key
se.

typically used as devices for complianc
local regulations. A company-based
typically a learning and innovation too
than a driver for compliance (Angel a
2004).

Environmental Management System
Standards. Companies can voluntarily d
apply an EMS standard.  To obtain
standard certification, companies mu
specific requirements, such as establishin
environmental policy and mechani

the EU, the Forest Stewardshi
certification, and the Marine
Cou

the
oes

ESR

A for details).

Among them, the ISO series (
used across industries. Howe
necessarily concerned with out

tools.

Corporate Environmental Reporting (CER)
voluntary reporting and disclos
companies’ environmental performanc
companies that publish such reports
voluntarily as part of their annual r
Depending on the guidelines (for exam
Global Reporting Ini

of
ost
so

orts.
the

reduced a company’s emis
significantly (Krut and Gleckm

In the case of ISO 14001 o
management, it

ergy
t be
heir

t of

environmental management p
meeting government regulati
guarantee regulatory compliance.

Although the ISO series

consumed) chosen, the data in CER ma
comparable or meaningful in evaluati
environmental performance.

Codes of Conduct. These codes represent
policies or guidelines, which a com
group of companies are committed to ad
They can be complementary to gov
legisl

e to.
ent

n to

ISO are governmental ent
countries refer to and use he
environmental ISO sta

ith
e is
ther
ock

MS)

Eco-Labeling. Eco-labeling is a
scheme for environmentally f
and services. Eco-labels are
company, but to products and

Although criteria may differ
labeling program

MS
eet
an
for

similar. In general, impacts on
by products and services
lifecycle are evaluated, and on
and servi

ents
The

introduced in German
increased

and the compliance to the EMS
must be verified by a third-p

8 In some countries such as Denmark and France,
environmental reporting is required by law.

p Council (FSC)
 Stewardship

uncil’s (MSC) Sustainable Fishing (see annex

Box 1) are widely
ver, they are not 
comes.  They do

not ask whether a management system actually
sions or waste
an 1998).

n environmental
typically assists companies in

striving for continuous improvement in 
ractices and in

ons, but does not 

are not directly
associated with governments, they are linked to 
governments.  Many member institutes in the 

ities and some
alth, safety, and

ndards in their regulatory
framework9.

lso a certification
riendly products
not given to a

services.

among different
s, the certification processes are

the environment
throughout their 

ly the products
ces that meet certain criteria receive the

labels. Since 1977, when the first eco-label was
y, eco-labeling has

rapidly (OECD 2001).

Many different types of eco-labels exist today,
including those sponsored by governmental
organizations, private organizations, and
companies themselves.

9 See http://www.iso.ch/iso/en/aboutiso
/introduction/index.html.
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Box 1. What is the ISO 14001?

International Standards Organization (I
non–governmental organization, compr
national standards bodies from 149 coun
of March 2005).  It develops vo
international standards for products,
processes, materials, systems, co
assessment, an

related to health, safety, and environmen
by the end of 2004.

ISO 14000 series address enviro
management.  In particular, ISO 14
requirements for environmental man
systems so that an organization can deve
implement a policy and objective
environmental issues that the organizati
control and influence.  It does not
environmental performance criteria.
conformity to the requirements can be cert
an external organization that has been ac

region, both national accreditation
certification bodies were set up in
Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippin
Thailand. A national accreditation b
established in Vietnam.

A challenge remains for increasi
certification among exporting compa
developing countries.  There is no ISO m
governing the mutual recognition of regi
certificates, except

company certified in co

SO
ise
tri
lu

ser ices,
nfo

d managerial and organiza
practices.  ISO has published over 600 stan

t

nm
001
ag
lo

s
ons can
s

if
cr

by national accreditation bodies.  In the

C
es,
ody

ng ISO
ni

ech
st

 individual mutual recog
agreements by involved parties.  It means

untry X may n
accepted as an ISO-certified company in co
Y, if its business partners and custome
country Y do not trust the certification obtained in
country X. Therefore, lack of user confide
certification bodies can lead to rep
conformity assessments.

Source: See http://www.iso.org.

) is a
d of
es (as
ntary

Governmental eco-labeling p
the Blue Angels of Germany
Japan, the Environmental Cho
the EU Daisy. Each scheme ev
and services sold in a country. Howe
labeled products

v
rmity
tional
dards
issues

ental
 sets 
ement
p and
about

countries agree on mutual rec

The degree of government
varies significantly among
example, the Eco-Mark of Jap
a foundation with subsidie
government.10 In German
assurance and product labeli
RAL Deutsches Institut für G
Kennzeichnung e.V.,
E

pecify
The

ied by
edited

EAP
and

hina,
and
was

the manufacturer or supplier o
service is located are all involv
and developing the crite
stakeholders.11

Private labels focus typically o
the cases of the FSC label
sustainable fishing label. Th
claimed labels by manufactur
which may lack credibility an

es in
anism
ration
nition
that a
ot be
untry
rs in

attempt to provide consumers w
on which their purchasing dec
allowing the companies to
eco-labeled products from non
of competitors.

Key Tools to Promote CESR
Stakeh

nce in
eated The primary purposes o

rograms include
, the Eco-mark of
ice of Canada, and

aluates products 
ver, eco-

and services may be 
recognized in other countries when two 

ognition.

al involvement
programs. For

an is managed by
s from the 

y, the quality
ng institute called
ütesicherung und

the Federal 
nvironmental Agency, and the state where

f the product or 
ed in awarding

ria with other 

n one issue as in
and the MSC’s 

ere are also self-
ers and retailers,

d verifiability due
to their vagueness and the lack of life-cycle

OECD 2001). All of these labels
ith information

isions are based,
differentiate their
-labeled products

olders, such as governments and
investors, can also indirectly promote CESR.

f the tools in this section
t to promote CESR.  However, 

they can influence business behaviors. CESR is,
by definition, a voluntary business commitment
and not mandated by regulation, but business
decisions and behaviors are often influenced by
regulations (Box 2).

assessments (

are typically no

10 See http://www.jeas.or.jp/english/aboutjea.html.
11 See http://www.blauer-engel.de/englisch/
navigation/body_blauer_engel.htm.
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Box 2.  How Regulations can He

Government actions mandate companies
specific actions, which contradicts with the
nature of CESR.  However, properly desig
and regulations can instill in companies the
for innovation and improvements. This
allows companies to continuously seek
benefits that result in beyond-compliance
Some companies
others do not. Regulations can help more c
to innovate a
Linde 1995):

1. Creating pressure that motivates com
innovate;

2. Improving environmental quality in ca
innovations are unlikely to occur im
(i.e. innovations and the resulting impr
do not offset the costs, or it takes time to
the co

3. Alerting and educating companies about
resource inefficiencies and potential
improvement;

4. Raising the likelihood that product an
innovations in general will be environm
friendly;

5. Creating demand for enviro
improv
able to perceive and measure the
inefficiencies of pollution better; and

6. Leveling the playing field during the
period to innovation-based envir
solutions, ensuring that one company
gain position by avoiding envir
investments

Good regulations in terms of p

improvements.  Once compan

lp Facilitate CES
Improving Competitiveness 

to
volun
ned
min
min
bus

beha
 do so regardless of regulations

ompa
nd improve by (Porter and van

panie

ses w
medi
ovem

 re
sts of such innovative solutions);

l
areas

d pro
en

nm
ement until companies and customer

reso rce

trans
onm

ca
onm

romoting CESR
those that instill the mind-set for innovation

ies have this mind
they continue to improve their environm
performance and their contributions to a la
society, because they realize that neg
environmental impacts are the result of resource
inefficiency, regardless of regulations.  This is one
way that regulations can help companies become
more competitive and more responsible.

Source:  Porter and van der Linde 1995. 

R –

take
tary

laws
d-set
d-set
iness
vior.
 but 
nies
der

Command-and-Control and
Regulations.  Command-and-c
are traditional environmental regu
by governments. They speci
amount of pollution or equipm
to abate pollution. They inclu
and emission standards; p
mandatory phaseouts; and the
available technology economic
Market-based instruments
charges and emission taxes,
deposit refund systems, a
subsidies.  They differ from

s to

here
ately
ents

duce

ikely
for

cess
tally

ental
s are 

instruments allow companie
whether to pay the charges for
the cost to abate the pollution (A

Both command-and-control
instruments can trigger com
precautionary actions to
environmental performance. W
anticipate the change in regul
increase in the future price of poll
they may start searching for
pollution loads to minimize
costs because companies
regulatory charges.  For exam

u

ition
ental
nnot
ental

are
and
-set,

ental
rger

ative

that regulatory press
environmental performance (D
1998).  These regulations bri
up to the minimum compli
enforced, but are not alwa
urging companies to go beyond

Mandatory Public Disclosure Pr
information-based regulation us
governments.  It can also com
shift to cleaner production.

Market-Based
ontrol regulations

lations used
fy the permissible

ent and process 
de emission caps
ollution permits;

use of the “best
ally achievable.”

include pollution
tradable permits,
nd government
 command-and-

control regulations in that the market-based
s to determine
pollution or incur

hmed 1995).

and market-based
panies to take
improve their
hen companies

ations, such as an
ution charges,

ways to reduce
 their regulatory
do respond to 

ple, an analysis
based on a survey of Mexican factories suggests

ure improves 
asgupta et al. 

ng the companies
ance level when 
ys successful in

compliance.

ograms. This is an 
ed by

pel companies to
It influences the 

behaviors of polluters through consumer and 
community pressure by revealing corporate
environmental performance records to the 
public.  The resulting public pressure can 
stimulate a company’s interest to portray itself
as a good company.  In public disclosure
programs, governments mandate companies to 
disclose their pollution records and release the
records or a ranking of such records.  For
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example, the U.S. Toxic Release Inventory
makes publicly available a
documenting releases of chemicals at in
plants, counties, states, or the entire
Public disclosure programs in China, In
and others rate the companies based
environ

(
data
divi

na
don
on t

mental performance (the details of
ovided

ily a t
st cas

men
ple,
alw

ties t
emic

can
of the Indones

Program for Pollution Control Evaluation a
ulators

icipate
mpa

nmen
pa

er, i
a pub

owever, governm
may convert CESR activities into regulat

nmen
as

public
mat

publicly available and allows stakeholders

r Responsibility (EPR). This
pe of governmental regulation that

ort, EPR is a
policy to reduce post-consumption product 
waste by requiring manufacturers to take 

TRI)
base
dual
tion.
esia,
heir
the

in

ool
es,
tal

the
ays
hat
als.
be

ian
nd

programs12. The mandatory enviro
performance reporting works
information-based instrument like
disclosure programs.  It makes the infor

responsibility for products a
ends.  This policy shifts the r
post-consumption product ups
production-consumption co
provides incentives to produ
products to integrate such
responsibility (OECD 20
through eco-efficiency suc
substitution and reuse and re
materials.  This has a treme
manufacturers’ core business
companies to behave in a mor
responsible fashion than their b
Through life-cycle assessmen
products and services, the E
upstream changes in material
design (OECD 2003).
instrument has been impleme
Europe such as Germany, Nor
(O

public disclosure programs are pr
annex C).

Public disclosure programs are primar
used by governments.  They are, in mo
regulations aiming at environ
performance improvements. For exam
participation in the TRI has been
mandatory for the industrial facili
release and transfer specific ch
Although a public disclosure program
voluntary, as in the case

Rating (PROPER) I, the fact that reg
asked companies to voluntarily part
the program differentiates it from co
initiated voluntary CESR efforts.

If public disclosure of enviro
performance records is totally com
initiated on a voluntary basis, in this pap
referred to as CER rather than as
disclosure program. H

in
ny-

tal
ny-
t is
lic

ent
ory
tal
an

equipment, end-of-life motor
tires, and newsprint, particularly in t
also in China and the U.S. s
(Lomas 2004).

Public Recognition Programs.
programs are a type of inform
They are not regulations
implemented by a wide varie
from governments to priva
These programs praise the g
which is contrary to public di

ion
to

is a
can

companies that are good
environment can be recogni
given by public officials and
their good environmental per
programs are linked to
companies regard these awards

pressure the poor performers.

Extended Produce
new ty
promote CESR practices. In sh

12 For example, CER is required for polluting
companies in Denmark and all publicly-listed
companies in France See
http://europa.eu.int/comm/employment_social/em
plweb/csr-
matrix/csr_topic_allcountries_en.cfm?field=7.

fter the lifecycle
esponsibility of a

tream in the 
ntinuum and
cers to design

environmental
03), particularly
h as material

cycling of product
ndous impact on

by encouraging
e environmentally

usiness requires.
ts of companies’

PR also promotes
used or product

This regulatory
nted primarily in
way, and Sweden

ECD 2003).  It has prompted legislation on 
waste packaging, waste electrical and electronic

vehicles, batteries,
he EU, but

tate of California

Public recognition
ation-based tools. 

and can be
ty of stakeholders
te organizations.
ood performers,

sclosure programs
that typically shame polluters. In addition,

stewards of the
zed in speeches
given awards for
formance. These
CESR, because

as one of their
CESR accomplishments.

CESR Indexes. CESR indexes are ratings of a set
of companies or countries on their CESR 
performance.  Various organizations develop
these indexes to provide information on 
corporate environmental performance, and
various stakeholders use these indexes.  For
example, non-governmental organizations 
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(NGOs) may promote CESR by targ
campaign on companies with poo
ratings.  Investors may consider CESR

etin
r C
 ind

as one criterion for selecting companies

tion
oti

orma
more comparable than indivi

indicators provided in CER, because a se
st

inancial
indexes that rate companies against
environmental and social criteria as well as
financial criteria include the DJSI and the
FTSE4Good.  The Corporate Responsibility

e a comparison of
companies.  In

at the country 
easured in the National

Corporate Responsibility Index and the
ndex.

RI) Funds.  CESR 
the investment

screen companies
tments (SRI). SRI
ted in companies
social criteria as

well as financial criteria.  The criteria were set by 
the company that manages specific SRI funds. 
The abundance of SRI funds suggests that 
investors are keen to businesses’ CESR practices.

g a
ESR
exes

to

companies or countries is assessed again
same criteria.

A few indexes are now available. F

Index has attempted to provid
CESR activity levels among
addition, the CESR penetration
level has been m

invest.

These indexes can affect the reputa
image of companies, and thus m
companies to improve their own perf
They are

and
vate
nce.
dual
t of
the

Environmental Sustainability I

Social Responsible Investment (S
indexes can be used by
community to evaluate and
for socially responsible inves
funds are pools of funds inves
that meet environmental and
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CHAPTER 2 
CESR TRENDS IN THE EAP REGION

Indicators and statistics are useful in s
trends in the adoption of CESR pra
companies in the EAP region. Va
indicators and statistics include the nu
companies certified by enviro
certificat

how
ctices

lu
mbe
nme

ion programs, the number
participants in business initiatives for

use of sustainab

O 1 01
ring the

ing
by

able
r of
ntal

of
the

Companies in the EAP r
aggressively obtaining ISO 1
compared to other World Bank
2.1). However, ISO certif
predominantly issued in deve
For example, companies
industrialized cou

environment, and the ility Italy, Japan, Spain, Swede
Kingdom, and theindexes.

ISO 14001 Certification
Table 2.1 shows the number of IS
certificates issued in the EAP region du
last five years. As of December 2004, 90
14001 certificates have be

40

,569 ISO 
en issued to

organizations in 127 countries worldwide. Of 
ng to companies

ina’s O
ation as g wn emendousl g

nd in a 2

2.1 I 14 e n E
ecember 2 4)

000 200 2002 2  2 04
mbodia 0 0 0 1

a 510 1,085 2,803 5,064

this total, about 12 percent belo
in the E reAP gion. In particular, Ch
certific h ro tr y, rankin
seco the world fter Japan in 004.

Table SO 001 c rtificates i AP
(as of D 00

2 1 003
Ca
Chin
Fiji 0 0 1
Indonesia 777 199 229 29
Malaysia 0174 367 367 37
Myanmar 00 1 1
Pap
Ne

IS

0
1

0

2000 2001

8,862
0

373
566

2
0

Source: The ISO Survey - 2004. Ava

http://www.iso.org/iso/en/prod
services/otherpubs/pdf/survey2

United Nations Global Comp
Other initiatives have fe

EAP AFR ECA LAC

1

ua
w

0 0 0 1

Guinea
Philippines 46 120 124 174 261
Thailand 310 483 671 736 966
Vietnam 9 33 33 56 85
Total 1,126 2,288 4,229 6,700 11,116
% of 
World
Total

5% 6% 9% 10% 12%

Source: The ISO Survey - 2004.  Available:
http://www.iso.org/iso/en/prods-services/
otherpubs/pdf/survey2004.pdf.  Notes: Data for
China excludes Macao, Hong Kong, and Taipei.

egion are more 
4001 certificates
 regions (Figure

icates are still
loped countries.

in eight major 
ntries – France, Germany,

n, the United 
United States – obtained over

52,000 ISO 14001 certificates in 2004.

Figure 2.1 ISO 14001 Certificates–regional
comparison (as of December 2004)

4000

be
r 

of

2000

nu
m

ilable:

s-
004.pdf.

act
wer participants,

notably in Asia. For example, an international
network, the UN Global Compact (GC),
supports and promotes 10 principles among
businesses (for the detailed description of the
GC, see Box 3). The GC’s current participants
exceed 2,200 worldwide, but less than 10 percent 
of this number is located in five EAP countries
(China, Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines and
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10000

12000

2002 2003 2004

 IS
O
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40
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at
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Box 3. What is the Global Compa

The United Nations Global Compact (G
international CESR initiative that brings
the private sector, UN agencies, and l
civil society.   It encour
principles in the areas of h
environme
These 10 principles are as follows: 

Human Rights
1: The support and respect of the

tection of international human rights. Pri
e h

oc
and the recognition of the right to coll

g. Principle 4: The abolitio
ti
io
o

Principle 7: The implementation o
ry and effective program

ve
ental responsi

Principle 9: The promotion of the diffusi

pti
es to counter all forms of corru

including extortion and bribery.

Among over 2,000 companies world
from

a an

participates
initiative.

See http://www.unglobalcompact.org.

Principle
pro
2: The refusal to participate or condon
rights abuses.

Labor
Principle 3: The support of freedom of ass

bargainin
compulsory labor. Principle 5: The aboli
child labor. Principle 6: The eliminat
discrimination in employment and occupati

Environment

precautiona
environmental issues. Principle 8: Initiati
demonstrate environm

environmentally friendly technologies.

Anti-Corruption
Principle 10: The promotion and ado
initiativ

ct?

C) i
 toge
abor

ages the spread o
uman rights, labor

nt, and anticorruption.

s an
ther
and
f 10
, the

2005)

nciple
uman

iation
ective

of

Available: http://www.unglobalc

Environmental Reporting
The Global Reporting Initiative
and disseminates global
environmen

n
on of
n of

Most participating comp

n.

f a
to

s that
bility.
on of

on of
ption,

wide
the

par
the E

ting dwide, only 13 are

Tabl 3 Lis GRI P

Orga
Architectural Services 

tme
China Public Agency

Depar nt, HKSARG
British Am an Tobac
Hong Kong

na Tobacco eric co Chi

CLP Hold ed na Energyings Limit Chi

Company
Mass Tran
Corporation (MTR)

Railroadsit Railway China

The Unive ong Universitiesrsity of H China
Kong
British American Tobac ji Tobaccoco Fi
Fijiparticipating in the GC, 187 are

developing countries of the East Asi
Pacific region, but none are SMEs. Jakarta
Exchange (JSE) (Indonesia) also

d the
Stock

in this

British American Tobacco 
Malaysia

Malaysia

Thailand) of the EAP region (Table 2.2).  Over
1,000 GC participants are located in developed
countries while about 450 in the Latin America
and the Caribbean (LAC) region and 260 in the
Europe and Central Asia (ECA) region.

P Participants in 
the UN Global Compact (as of September

Country Number

Table 2.2 Number of EA

China 48 
Indonesia 2 
Malaysia 1 
Philippines 116
Thailand 19
Vietnam 1
Total 187

Source: The UN Global Compact web site.
ompact.org/.

(GRI) develops
guidelines for

tal reporting.  Overall, fewer
companies participate in GRI than ISO or GC.

anies are the
subsidiaries of MNCs.  Out of 747 companies

ticipa worl located in
AP region (Table 2.3).

e 2. t of articipants in the EAP
region

nization Country Sector

Ford Lio Ho Motor China Automotive

Tobacco

Ford Malaysia – Shah Alam 
Assembly Plant

Malaysia Automotive

Manila Water Company,
Inc.

Philippines Water Utilities

Siam Cement Group Thailand Conglomerates
Siam Cement Industry 
(Siam Cement Group)

Thailand Construction
materials

Siam Kraft Industry (Siam
Cement Group)

Thailand Forest and Paper
products

Source: The GRI web site. Available:
http://www.globalreporting.org/guidelines/reports
/search.asp.
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The EAP region does not necessarily
large number of GRI participants, c
with other Bank regions.  The EAP reg

hav
omp
ion

behind Africa (AFR) and LAC regions (Fig

egional Comparison of Glob
Reporting Initiative Participants (as
November 2005)

e a
ared
falls
ure

al
of

More than half of the reports were
environment and about 20 percent w

revenues in respective coun
their environmental perform
sites: 42% in Thailand, 32% in Mal
in the Philippines, and 24%
contrast, 96 percent of the top
Japan and 98 percent in the
release environmental per
(Chambers and others 2003)
British statistics indicate that
CER may also be attain

2.2).

Figure 2.2 R
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ts

R

able:
orts

reporting and a favorable econ
4).

Sustainable Forest Manageme
Sector-specific certification p
FSC (Box 5), can gather more
FSC’s certification programs
participants than GRI, as fore
industry in some of the EAP co
of certificate, chain of custody
guarantees that produc
proce

5

10

N
um

be

AFR LAC EAP ECA

Source: The GRI web site.
http://www.globalreporting.org/guideline
/search.asp.

Other statistics on Corporate Enviro
Reporting (CER) are available through r
initiatives, associations, and other resea
Association of C

Avail
s/rep

nme
eporting
rch.

hartered Certified Account
ed on

on
rep

l rep
0 in 1

alia,

uced during the period from 1990 to 2 03.
about the
ere about

sustainability. However, only 5.8 percent of non-
financial reports were actually produced in the
countries of the EAP region; Japan and Australia
published the majority of such non-financial
reports (ACCA and CorporateRegister.com
2004).

Another research analyzes the percentages of
the top 50 companies (based on the operating

tries) that report 
ance on their web

aysia, 30%
in Indonesia. In
50 companies in

United Kingdom
formance reports

.  Japanese and
 a higher level of
able for large

companies in the EAP region, if certain
demand for such

omy exist (Box

nt Certification
rograms, like the

participants. The
have more 

stry is a major
untries. One type
(COC), provides

tion (including
ssing, transformation, manufacturing and

contribute to the
uction of forests13. As of February 2005,

re were ates worldwide;
257 companie ercent) are in the EAP
region (Table 2.4).

Table 2.4 Number of FSC COC certificates (as
of February 2005)

Country Number of COC
Certificates

conditions such as a high

ntal
distribution) does not
destr

The
ants
the
line

orts.
orts
993

the 3,625 COC certific
s (about 7 p

(ACCA) published a report on CER bas
CorporateRegister.com database, an
directory of corporate non-financial
According to this report, non-financia
produced worldwide increased from 10
to over 1,500 in 2003.

According to this report, in Asia, Austr
the Pacific, over 1,300 non-financial reports were 
prod

and

China 87
Indonesia 27
Malaysia 48
Philippines 2 
Taiwan 6 
Thailand 11 
Vietnam 76 

0

Total 257
Source: The FSC web site. FSC chain of custody
certificates by continent (February 2005) is available:
http://www.fsc.org/keepout/en/content_areas/92/
1/files/ABU_REP_70_2005_01_total_COC_continent.
pdf.

13 See http://www.fsc.org/coc/.
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Box 4. Environmental Awarene
Region with Varying CESR Focus Areas

Social and labor issues in particular, have his
driven the CESR agenda.  Similarly, in
corporate activities, more labor issu
environmental concerns caught the public at
the EAP region.  For example, labor rights
by MNCs such as Gap and Nike were
reported by NGOs and media, while def
that cont
of public exposure, it appears that labor is
been more visible than environmental issu
EAP region.

However, this does not mean that compani
EAP region do not pay attention to envir
issues.  Chambers and others (2003) analyz
50 companies in seven cou

Indonesia) for their CESR activities thro
environmental reporting. It shows that s
environmental considerations vary among co
of different countries.

For example, there were similarities in the p
of companies in Thailand and Singapore
environmental

awareness.   One of the most important CE
for the companies in both countries was edu
and training. The Thai companies also
environmental issues as the most importan
while th

The CESR-reporting companies in the Philip
Malaysia focus on environment, educa
training. However, community developme
considered important among the Filipino c
and welfare is a priority among
compan

ss Exists in the 

tori
term
es
tention in
violati

 inten
orestation

inues today receives less attention. In term
sues h
es in th

es in th
onmenta

ed the
ntries (India, South Korea

Singapore, Thailand, Malaysia, Philippines,
ugh thei
ocial and

mpanie

ercentag
reportin

performance, which indicates
both countries have a similar level of CESR

SR iss
cation

includ
t C SR,

e companies in Singapore add welfare
public health issues.

pines
tion
nt is
ompa
Malay

ies.

This study implies that the companies in the
region see environmental issues as one of their CESR 
areas, even if it is not the most important one. The
concerns for the environment exist at least among 
largest companies, as demonstrated by their CER.  If
this awareness can be translated into demand, it may
have a significant impact on CESR activities in the
EAP region.

Source: Chambers and others (2003)
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s
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that
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e
E
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and
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nies,
sian

EAP

Certifications

The FSC promotes environmentally

management of forests based on
criteria:

Principle 1: Forest manageme
applicable laws of the country

Principle 2: Long-term tenure an

documented and legally established
Principle 3: The legal and cu

indigenous peoples shall
respected.

Principle 4: Forest manageme
mainta
economic well-being of fores
communities.

Principle 5: F
encourage the efficient use of
products and ser

Principle 6: Forest managem
biological diversity and its asso
water resources, soils, and u
ecosystems and landscapes.

Principle 7: A management pl
implemented, and kept up to 

Principle 8: Monitoring shall be

impacts, etc.
Principle 9: Management ac

conservation value forests shall m
enhance the attributes which de

Principle 10: Plantations shall
managed in accordance wit
Criteria

The FSC runs an accreditation
internationally

for fores

Box 5.  Forest Stewardship Council’s Forest

 responsible,
socially beneficial and economically viable

10 principles and

nt shall respect all
.
d use rights to the

land and forest resources shall be clearly defined,
.

stomary rights of
be recognized and 

nt operations shall 
in or enhance the long-term social and 

t workers and local

orest management operations shall 
the forest's multiple

vices.
ent shall conserve

ciated values,
nique and fragile

an shall be written,
date.
conducted to assess

the condition of the forest, environmental

tivities in high
aintain or 

fine such forests.
be planned and 

h the Principles and 

program for two
 recognized forest management

certificates: the Forest Management (FM) Certificates
t management operations and the Chain of

Custody (COC) Certificates for processing, 
transformation, manufacturing and distribution of 
forest products.  The FSC accredits certification bodies
and national initiatives and the certification bodies
audit and certify interested parties based on the FSC
standards or national initiatives that have met the 
FSC standards. 

See http://www.fsc.org
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The FSC also endorses certificates for fo
with environmentally and socially su
forestry management. As forest resources d
among countries, participation varie
countries. The FSC certified forests exis
countries – China, Indonesia, Malaysi
New Guinea, and Thailand – in the EA
However, the FSC certified forest are

rest
stain

s ac
t in f

a, Pa
P reg
as a

very small portion of the forest areas of these
).  There are also certifica

inde
for sustain

businesses, seems limited. Globally, finan
Good
e of

finan
On

d am
site
omp
15, an

 Cement Pu
Company of Thailand.  Furthermore, the Jak rta

its
ndex
 mar

by

There have been some attempts to rate and r
formance,

he Philippines, the Philippine
(PBSP), with

chmar
orpo

tices measures the efficacy

sites
able
iffer
ross
our
pua
ion.
re a

Stock Exchange (JSE) is going to launch
Social Responsibility Index. The JSE’s i
be “the first of its kind in an emerging
and the first such index sponsored
exchange” (Global Compact 2004).

company’s CESR programs
established performance indi
company can improve its prac
assisting the Indonesia Busines
replicate the program in Indon
CESR benchmark was de
Australian CESR research an
Reputex17. The environment

countries (table 2.5 tion

xes,
able
cial
are

 the

cial
ly a
ong

DJSI
any,
d a
blic

management system, code
product stewardship and life-cy

At a global level, the Corpor
Index was developed by B
Community (BITC) of the Un
2003.  This is based on volunta
of companies from the FTSE 100 an
the Dow Jones Sustainabil
leaders18. Another such ind
Corporate Responsibility Index
2003 by the Copenhage
Accountability, to compare a
corporate responsibility. This
linked with the World Eco
Growth Competitiveness I
Responsible Competitiveness
ver

programs for other industries (Box 6).

Sustainability Indexes
In the EAP region, the development of
particularly financial indexes

indexes such as the DJSI and the FTSE4
available to track financial performanc
companies committed to sustainability.

The majority of the companies in these
indexes are from developed countries.
few from the EAP region are identifie
over 300 companies of the compo
World Index14,  including a Malaysian c
British American Tobacco Malaysia Bhd
Thai company, the Siam

a
own
will
ket,

an

ank

correlation is found betwe
competitiveness and its
responsibility (Accountability
the EAP countries, the same cor
seen (Figure 2.6).

There are other susta
the CESR, instead of the financial per
of companies.  In t
Business for Social Progress the compares “the ability of nati

ked environment over thefunding from Ford Foundation, ben
CESR practices.  This Benchmarking C
Citizenship Prac

rate
of a

decades“(Yale Center for E

14  See Dow Jones Sustainability Index web site for the 
most recent list. Available:
http://www.sustainability-
index.com/htmle/data/djsiworld.html.
15  In addition to the composite DJSI World Index,
there are subset DJSI World indexes that exclude
companies generating revenues from tobacco and 
firearms among others. 

against a set of 
cators so that the
tices. PBSP is also

s Links (IBL) to 
esia16.  In China, a
veloped by an
d rating agency,
al aspect of this

benchmark covers areas such as environmental
of conduct, and

cle assessment.

ate Responsibility
usiness in the

ited Kingdom in
ry self-assessment

d FTSE250,
ity Index Sector
ex, the National
, was created in

n Centre and 
 country’s state of 

index was also
nomic Forum’s

ndex to create
Index. In the 2005

sion, 6 EAP countries were included in these
indexes with 77 other countries. A significant

en a country’s
corporate social 
2005b). Among

relation can be 

inability indexes that do
not directly measure CESR performance. For 
example, Environmental Sustainability Index 

ons to protect the
next several

nvironmental Law
and Policy of Yale University, and the Center for
International Earth Science Information
Network of Columbia University 2005).

16  See http://www.pbsp.org.ph/benchmarking.htm.
17  See https://secure1.impactdata.com.au/reputex/.
18  See http://www.bitc.org.uk/programmes
/key_initiatives/corporate_responsibility_index/inde
x.html.
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Table 2.5 FSC Certified Forest Areas in the EAP region

Country
Certifi

rea r
ified F

Total Fo
ha)*

C Certified Forests (as
% of country's total
forest area)

FSC
cates Cert

Total A unde
orests (

(ha)

rest Area FS

China 4 439,6 163,500 0.27%30 ,000
Indonesia 3 274,5 105,000 0.26%98 ,000
Malaysia 4  81,3 19,300 0.42%89 ,000
Papua New
Guinea

1  19,215 30,600,000 0.06%

Thailand 1 921 14,800,000 0.01%
Source: The Little Green Data Book 2005 (World Bank, 2005) and FSC certified forests (January 2006).  The FSC 
report is available: http://www.fsc.org/keepout/en/content_areas/92/1/files/ABU_REP_70_
2006_01_09_FSC_certifie

05) and converted

. A company or site
ourism, and design and

pany or site is
arking and certification), benchmarking (a company or site developed an environmental

and social sustainability policy and completed an independent assessment of measurements against key
nce level), and certification (a company or site

en grated Environmental Management System and passed an independent on-site audit). 

f June worldwide and fourteen in the EAP region achieved the highest level of
n Glo

n Glo EAP region (as of June 2005)
ountry

d_forests.pdf.
*Note: Total Forest Area is obtained from the Little Green Data Book 2005 (World Bank, 20
into hectares.

Box 6: Green Globe Eco-Tourism Certification 

An international ecotourism certification program was introduced by Green Globe 21 in 1999
can be certified against one of four standards: company, community, international ecot
construct.  In addition, there are three progressive levels of qualification: awareness (a com
committed to benchm

indicators, and the indicators passed the baseline performa
implem ted an inte

As o 2005, 112 companies or sites
Gree be qualification.

Gree be Certified Companies or Sites in the
C  Location
China reaHuanglong National Scenic A
China nal Scenic AreaJiuzhaigou Natio
China  Site MuseumSanxingdui Heritage
China lion Hotel Co. LtdShenzhen Pavi
China South Sichuan Bamboo Sea Scenic Area
China e Center Grand Hotel ZhejiangWorld Trad
Fiji Sonaisali Island Resort, Fiji
Indonesia Bali Tourist Development Corporation
Indonesia Bali Hilton International
Malaysia Malaysia Airport Operations 
Malaysia Melia Kuala Lumpur
Thailand The Evason Hua Hin
Thailand The Evason Phuket Resort & Spa (Managed by Six Senses Resorts & Spas)
Vietnam Meliá Hanoi Hotel

Source: The Green Globe 21 web site. Available: http://www.greenglobe21.com/Participants.aspx.
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Figure 2.6 National Corporate Responsibility
Index and Responsible Competitiveness
Index for Selected Countries

Source: National Corporate Responsibility Index 2005
(Accountability 2005a) and Responsible
Competitiveness Index 2005 (Accountability 2005b)
Note: This figure includes Finland and Zimbabwe 
(ranked first and last respectively in the Responsible
Competitiveness Index 2005) in order to provide a 
sense of the index range. 

The index is based on 76 indicators, and 5 of
which measure private sector responsiveness to
environmental sustainability.1 In the 2005
version, Malaysia, the Philippines, Taiwan, and
Thailand have positive values for private-sector
responsiveness in the EAP region (Yale Center 
for Environmental Law and Policy of Yale
University, and the Center for International
Earth Science Information Network of Columbia
University 2005).

1  Five indicators are: Dow Jones Sustainability Group
Index (DJSGI);average Innovest EcoValue rating of 
firms headquartered in a country; number of ISO
14001 certified companies per billion dollars GDP; 
World Economic Forum Survey on private sector 
environmental innovation; Participation in the 
Responsible Care Program of the Chemical. 
Manufacturer's Association

Green gross domestic product (GDP) also does
not directly measure CESR performance.
However, inputs to green GDP, such as
pollution and loss of timber assets, are closely
linked to private sector activities. China is
developing green GDP with ongoing research
and pilot projects to measure its industrial
pollution and forest accounts (NBS 2004).
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National Corporate Responsibility Index

Socially Responsible Investments (SRI)
Although Asian SRI funds are very limited, they
are available in Hong Kong, Malaysia2,
Singapore, and Taiwan3. For example, investors 
in Hong Kong can invest in a fund called F&C
Stewardship International, with its total value of,
US$ 169 million4 (as of January 2005) (F&C 2005).
It excludes companies that were considered
harmful to society, people, and wildlife, and
includes companies like Tesco, Statoil, and
Starbucks. In Taiwan, UBS Investment Bank
offers the UBS (Lux) Equity Fund—Eco
Performance B, which focuses on companies that 
demonstrate above average environmental,
social, and economic performance. As of April 
2005, its fund size reached over US$ 600 million5

and its portfolio included companies like
Citigroup and BP (UBS 2005). A limited number
of global SRI funds include companies from the 
EAP region. For example, Henderson Global 
Investors’ SRI funds include Telekomunikasi
Indonesia and Hong Kong & China Gas 
(Henderson Global Investors 2005). 

2  In Malaysia, there are Islamic funds based on
Syariah finance principles which exclude certain
activities.
3  See http://www.asria.org/sri/asia/sriasia.
4 89.7 (in million Pound Sterling) was converted into
US dollars based on the January 31, 2005, spot
exchange rate, 1.8850 (US dollar per Pound Sterling).
The rate obtained from the United States Federal
Reserve Statistical Release on Foreign Exchange
Rates. Available:
http://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h10/Hist/
dat00_uk.txt.
5  516.97 (in million Swiss Franc) was converted into 
US dollars based on the April 29, 2005, spot exchange
rate, 1.1898 (Swiss Franc per US dollar).  The rate 
obtained from the United States Federal Reserve
Statistical Release on Foreign Exchange Rates. 
Available: http://www.federalreserve.gov/
releases/H10/Hist/dat00_sz.htm.
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CHAPTER 3 
CASES FROM THE EAP REGION

The use of the tools discussed in Cha
emerging in the EAP region. Overall
large domestic
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the public, putting pressure on industries to take
a better care of their environmental performance
and/or image.
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the Indonesian
programs have 

egion.  However,
they are applied as regulatory tools, including
the revamped, now mandatory, PROPER II in
Indonesia (see annex C).

Environmental Reporting
Despite an increase in the last five years, CER
has been undertaken by a relatively small
number of companies worldwide (Wilenius
2005). In the EAP region, only six companies in
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(Lopez and others 2004). With
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with greater environm
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Public Disclosure Programs
With the World Bank’s support,
disclosure programs on company envir
performance were piloted in China, In
the Philippines, Thailand, and Vietnam
the disclosure of chemical release invent
the United States sim
without interpretations, these public d
programs rate companies along wi
provision of emission data. Most of them
applied as regulatory tools.

Indonesia’s PROPER I was started in
overcome enforcement difficulties of th
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(World Bank 2002).
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Following the success of
PROPER I, public disclosure
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China (including Hong Kong), one in Fi
Malaysia, one in the Philippines, and
Thailand participate in the GRI (Table
These companies are mostly
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Indonesia appears to lag slightly behind 
Malaysia with respect to CER. No companies in
Indonesia participate in the GRI, although CER
can be undertaken without GRI participation.
Chambers and others (2003) compared the CER
of the top 50 companies in the Philippines,
Malaysia, Thailand, Indonesia, among other
countries and found that Indonesian companies
has the lowest level of CER among other EAP 

less, there are
 report their
including P.T. 
cific Resources

International Holdings, Ltd., and P.T. Aneka
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identified for the sustainability reporting
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siness strategy.25
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It also found that most companies devote
pages to environmental issues in annual reports, 
rather than a stand-alone report. The cont
focused on environmental managem
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indicators such as effluent and wast
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The content of CER varies fro
company.  However, CER typ
achievements and future go
environmental performance da
Electric Company Berhad, Mala
on its corporate web site24. The
is to produce environm
products such as lead-free p
A

required only for governmental agencies
and CorporateRegister.com 2004). 

A report entitled “The State of C
Environmental Reporting in M
(Environmental Resources Man
Malaysia 2002), looked at corporate repo
the environment for all companies liste
Kuala Lumpur Stock Exchange (KLS
board between 1999 and 2001. It reve
the number of companies repor
environmental performance increased
in 1999 to 40 in 2001. These 40 co
represented about 7.7 percent of th
companies listed on the main board.
them were among the largest 100 com
Malaysia based on their stock values,
Shell Refining Company and Matsushita
Company Berhad. Most companie
resource-intensive industries, such as ind
products (oil and gas, metals,
chemicals), pla
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that
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environmental compliance
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In 2001, MTR, a mass transit
in Hong Kong, publish
sustainability report for the
Kong. Using the GRI guideline
specifically lists immediate
attainment of ISO 14001, roll
Procurement Policy, and achie
the Green Office Grand Awa
Kong Eco Busine
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ere matters in its bu

24 See http://panasonic.co.jp/semicon/
environment/en/pf_pdf/tdm.pdf.
25 See http://www.asria.org/sri/resources/
casestudies & http://www.mtr.com.hk/eng/
sustainability/introduction_e.htm.
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Box 7. Voluntary Code of Cond
- Equator Principles

The Equator Principles are v
international standards concerning the i
lending practices on social and enviro
performance. The principles are based
pollution abatement guideline and sa
policies of the Bank and the IFC. The
single organization responsible for mai
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world’s leading banks have adopte
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 the Malay
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manufacturing industries among others.
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l/
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ct of
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MNC’s codes of conduct
generally in their hea
implemented throughout th
For example, MNCs like No
Ltd. and
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nce
the

respective headquarters.

Other companies apply the
companies outside of their own
Co. has created its vers

ting
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ntal
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use
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The company directs busin
suppliers based on the code of c

Some companies apply the co
industry associations. In the E
are international association
International Council of Toy
(China is a member) and a g
chemical industry associatio

s in
nce,
AP

ated
nes,
ocal
BN

sian

(ICCA) (Indonesia, Hong Kon
Taiwan, and Thailand are mem
of these associations are re
specific business principles
associations.

In terms of content, codes of co

and
conduct, corporate policies

Source: See http://www.equator-principles
See http://investors.standardchartered.com
downloads/SCB_R&A_2004_low.pdf.
See http://www.abnamro.com.my/Genera
FinanHigh/annualReport2004.pdf

Codes of Conduct
It is estimated that more than 1,000 codes of
conduct exist today (World Bank 2003). For 
example, there is a code of conduct for Bankers
(Box 7). These codes are brought to companies
in the EAP region in different ways. However,
few are developed by and for the companies in
the EAP region.

are developed
dquarters and
eir subsidiaries.
vartis (Thailand)

BP Indonesia must adhere to
corporate policies and principles of their

ir standards to 
. Levi Strauss &

ion of a code of conduct,
the Global Sourcing and Operating Guidelines.

ess practices of 
onduct.

des of conduct of
AP region, there
s such as the
Industries (ICTI)
lobal network of 
ns called the

International Council of Chemical Associations
g, the Philippines,

bers). Members
quired to follow

of respective

nduct are general
and rarely have measurable performance
criteria. Environmental protection in codes of

and guidelines is
generally limited to compliance with laws,

pending on the
end to focus on

tal issues (see

Certification and

Some countries in Asia have their own 
environmental management certification and
standards. For example, Korea has its own 
certification scheme for environmentally
friendly companies. However, most countries
seem to follow the existing international
standards such as ISO 14001 for environmental
management—as shown by the increasing
number of companies with ISO 14001

although variations exist de
industry. These codes also t
ethics rather than environmen
Annex B).

Environmental Management
Standards
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certifications in the EAP region (Table 2.1).
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Asia, they are beginning to be viewed as a
competitive advantage in global trade, where
trading partners seek credible quality products.
The recent heightened attention to eco-labels in
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their headquarters. Japan-based Cano
developed its own global enviro
management system for its manu
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were certified to ISO 14001, applying st
that are mostly stricter than
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ntal
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improvements is available, which could b
the fact that CER has not been under
many companies, that there are tim
between ISO implementation and actua
or that improvements are not being made

Eco-Labeling
Eco-labels are a voluntary CESR t

Asia was also triggered by the
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Box 8.  Thai Petrochemical Ind

Thai Petrochemical Industry (TP
process of attaining ISO certificati
in response to their poor environm
In the late 1990s, the company’s fa
odors and waste, and the comp
Harbor Department for discharg
the Kon Peck Canal (ONEP 1998)
been seen as an environmental c

implemented ISO 14001 standa
have been awarded the ISO140
rest of the companies pl
environmental management syst

It was not possible to find e
environmental performance im
According to the Blacksmith I
place initiative, adequate monito
response plans were in pl

ash samples collected from a
of the TPI Group showed tha
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percent from the 1998 level (Ashida a
2004).

Other companies implemented enviro
management systems to increase th
For example, the Cheng Loong Corpo
Taiwan was able to obtain a major
with Nike because of its Environment
a

14001 certification on the environment
always clear as the certification doe
guarantee environmental improvemen
8).

There are over 11,000 companies in

on their

but
-label
abels
ducts

health threat, as they could travel t

Source: Thai Petrochemical Industr
Also see http://www.pollutedplac
se_asia/thailand/maptaphut.shtml.
and (Brigden and others 2002).schemes in some countries. T

differentiate environmentally fr

26 See http://www.sustainability.com/developing-
value/details.asp?bcid=43&sfid=100&bsid=1.

EU’s abolishment
the garment and

nticipated that
-label certifications may gain

an advantage in the EU market because of the
labels.

ustry (TPI) Group

I) Group is in the
on at all of its plants

ental performance.
ctories released foul

any was sued by the 
ing wastewater into
. The company had
ulprit. Two of the

companies—ABS Co., Ltd. and TPI Polyol Co., Ltd.—
rds and since then
01 certification. The
an to implement
ems.

vidence of specific
provements at TPI.

nstitute’s polluted
ring and emergency

ace at an industrial area
where some TPI plants were located.  However, fly

coal-fired power plant 
t all samples were still

h toxic substances like arsenic,
d, and mercury. Furthermore, very

fine particles contained in this fly ash could pose a
o the lungs.

y (TPI) Group.
es.org/region/

This link to competitiveness seems to gain a high
profile.  Unlike codes of conduct, eco labels have
been developed by and for some EAP countries.
Unlike other schemes to address environmental
issues, eco labels are not necessarily overseen by
environmental agencies.  For example, in
countries like the Philippines and Thailand,
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ministries dealing with industrial stand
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Environmental Label, China. C
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Environmental Label certif
products as healthy, safe, and
friendly (Chuan 2004). In e
linked domestic eco-labels
standards by adopting ISO
14024, which concern enviro
national standards28. Its certificat
managed by the China Enviro
Certification Center, Ltd. (C
responsible for environm
certification. The State
Environmental Protection als
inspections and examination
certification process.
environmental labels, there
categories, including

product and service quality.

Green Mark, Taiwan.  In 1992, the Envir
Protection Administration of Taiwan la
the Green Mark Program. The program
product categories according to the
Ecolabeling Network (GEN). Many
products are consumer electronic produ
as computers and printers. In orde
certified, a company first submits docu
prove that

or a random sample check of the prod
approval, the Green Mark logo can b
the product. 

Green Label Scheme, Thailand. The Thai Gr
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These individual eco-labels ca
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To address this issue, for ex
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international association
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improve and promote eco-labeli
by sharing objectives and criteri
labeling schemes. In addi
bilateral efforts to mutually

national standards and qualit
voluntary eco-label for C

d a
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also accepted in Australia under a 
agreement

27 See http://www.tei.or.th/greenlabel/
pdf/TGL_Name_May2005_eng.pdf.
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The textile industry, in which some EAP
countries are large exporters, is not the only
industry that may benefit from eco labels in the
EAP region.  For example, Thailand is among
the top 10 cut-flower exporters, although the 

28  See http://www.cqc.com.cn/main?siteid=6823
&classid=9497&docid=9434.
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Asian cut-flower industry is not as
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Corporate Awards, Indonesia.  In Indonesia,
annual corporate awards for corporate
governance and financial reporting are given
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Unilever_mailer_sustainable_development.pdf.
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of environmental services.
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to help smaller suppliers to integrate CESR into
their business operations.

A multi-stakeholder project, the common code 
for the coffee community, aims to improve
sustainability of the coffee trade throughout its
supply chain, including production, processing,
and trading. Supported by the German

gency (GTZ) and
ding Kraft Foods, 
rs’ practices with
port to a local 
cultural practices

nam Investment
tates Agency for

(USAID) also
manages projects in Asia to promote sustainable

ee, and fishery 

nt Programme
by the United

me (UNDP) and
of Trade and

adoption and 
ong SMEs and
re the impact of 
ment tools to 

mpetitiveness32.

assistance to their
ony Technology

Green Partner
oval Programme,
irect suppliers to

nies can
also influence their suppliers by adopting green
procurement policies.  In Malaysia, several
multinational companies are following national
policy directives to establish green procurement
programs by giving priority to products that
save energy and contribute to the reduction of 
waste (Philippine Business for the Environment,
2004).

The PBSP also serves as a resources
which member companies can donate
of net income before tax in order to sup
development of communities and the p
of the environment. Its members have
from 50 to over 180 companies today
2003).  The member companies
prominent ones in

l to
cent
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own
eyes

supply chain are also emerging in
region. Smaller companies may n
resources and capacity to undertak
activities.  However, there are examples that aim

governmental development a
major European buyers inclu
the project helps local produce
financial and technical sup
processor and improves agri
through training classes (Viet
Review 2004). The United S
International Development
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ffect
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performance of cocoa, coff
industries.

The Environmental Manageme
for Industry Competitiveness
Nations Development Program
the Philippines Department
Industry promotes the

Development Bank, and a mining com
Oxiana Philippines Inc.

These types of donations are unlikely
the core business practices of the
companies. However, to be a member,
and adherence to the PBSP principles, s h as
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red.
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the

vely
ities
nce.
ities

implementation of EMS am
establishes indicators to measu
such environmental manage
industries' productivity and co

Companies can also provide
suppliers. For example, S
Malaysia carries out the
Environmental Quality Appr
which trains and supports its d
receive ISO 14001 (Luan 2004b).  Compa

contributions to the quality of life, are re
At least, its membership and yearly d
make continuous commitments
betterment of society at large.

Internation
participate in promoting private sector
to improve their environmental perfo
The list of such organizations and their act
are provided in Annex A. 

Supply Chain 

the

32  See http://www.pbe.org.ph/epic.htm.
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CHAPTER 4 
LESSONS LEARNED: DRIVERS AND BARRIERS

This section discusses the key driv
emerged from the cases in the EAP
Many stakeholders are involved in
drivers for CESR, including company
shareholders, investors, employees, su
customers, communities, and NGO
stakeholders put pressure on comp
different ways to demand CESR p
which becomes a driver for CESR. In t
context, five drivers are identified
paper: (1) the business/environment
(2) global trad

ers tha
region

creatin
owner
pplier

s. Thes
anies i
ractice

h
in th

contex
e; (3) requirements through th

hain to SMEs, and the informa
in

eman

T
ent context refers to

general business conditions or factors affect
on, risk,

a
chan
tice

seen
CE

ndert
s’ fut

y proactively addressing poten
mages,

ity a
Ho

Kong identified attracting investors and SRI as 
the drivers for environmental reporting,
suggesting that the company was concerned
about business risks and reputation perceived
by investors.

In addition, transparency is becoming
important in emerging markets, where investor
confidence needs to be built.  Malaysian

environmental
e demand for

ty as their drivers
rting, because
s led to a more
panies regarding
mental Resources 

 2002). Along with environmental
e the DJSI also
te environmental

this paper also
elationship with
tential business

arket and export 
ies in the EAP 

CESR activities.
eing addressed,

, customers, and
nd that the

production of goods and services be 
in the cases of

de for the coffee
efforts can make
ternal clients by 

environmental

ady incorporate
ready” suppliers

use, for example,
 meet the buyers’ standards with

. Buyers do not 
se “CESR-ready”

suppliers to be aware of environmental issues
and international standards. They are more
likely to meet the environmental, health, and
safety requirements in consuming countries
because of their awareness and approach for
continuous improvements.

The use of eco-labels also creates a favorable
business environment for CESR promotion.

t
.

g
s,
s,
e
n
s,

issues such as environmental da
regulatory costs, and accountabil
transparency.  For example, MTR in

companies undertaking
reporting included meeting th
transparency and accountabili
for environmental repo
privatization in Malaysia ha
rigorous assessment of com
reputation and risk (Environ
Management

is
is
t;
e
l
g
d

he
the
ing

reporting, CESR indexes lik
raised the profile of corpora
performance to investors.

The examples reviewed in
indicate that a stronger r
external buyers and po
opportunities, such as a new m
growth, can motivate compan
region to undertake some
Environmental issues are b
because international buyers
corporate headquarters dema

supply c
sector; (4) pressure and support stemm
from government actions; and (5) d
from civil society.

Key Drivers 
Business/ Environment Context.
business/environm

business operations such as reputati
stakeholder relationship, customers
suppliers, and market opportunities. A
in these factors can make CESR prac
good or a bad decision.

Reputation and business risk are often
one of the drivers behind
implementation, because companies u
CESR activities to improve companie
outlook b

nd
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s a

as
SR

ake
ure
tial

environmentally benign, as
Canon and the common co
community project.  CESR
businesses attractive to ex
progressively addressing
concerns.

These companies that alre
CESR are considered “CESR-
by international buyers beca
they already

nd
ng

their ISO 14001 certification
need to train and educate the
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Eco-labeled products can attract
buyers as these products already
minimum requirements of certain
programs. In addition, mutual recogni
eco-labels (such as between Chi
Australia) further strengthen co
interests in eco-labeled products, becau
allows immediate acceptance of the pro
both markets. For example, the
recognition agreement between Ch
Australia encourages companies in C
obtain

exter
m

label
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na a
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se
duct
mutual
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domestic eco-labels, because su
products can be accepted and distinguished

ustral

CESR
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ses a national governmen
requirements for CESR could be perceived a
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 in Taiwan secured a ma
O 14
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export markets than their non-CE

On the other hand, when a country requi
CESR, it could be perceived as a trade barrier.
Some developing country governments are
concerned about being blocked from developed
country markets if they do not meet these 
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eet
ing

of
nd

ies’
it

s in

international contract by obtaining IS
and improving its environmental perfo
according to the Sustainability Dev
Value Matrix33.  Companies with
activities may gain easier and faster a

CESR requirements. At the W
the Colombian government
eco-labels were a form of non-
and others. 2002).  Similarly,
could also become a non-
companies in develop
particularly in the countries w
like qualified certification bod
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to
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t’s
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international business (Cro
2005).

Domestic promotion of CESR
to influence domestic co
greater CESR activities but
barriers to trade for com
coutries.  Even when a count
domestically, it may have tr
because regulations and CE
consuming country could influence
in another country through
all the regulations and CES
into pressure for manufact

environmentally friendly in the A
market.

Global Trade. The potential impact of
trade is complex.  Implementing CE
help a company gain markets
increasingly competitive world. On
hand, in some ca

trade barrier.  Finally, domestic requir
in developed countries may act as a
force towards cleaner production and
developing countries.

Implementing CESR may make a diffe
an increasingly competitive global
CESR is seen as one way to differenti
competitors.  For example, the Cheng
Corporation

in
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et.
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some CESR efforts that in
requirements and conformity a
eco-labels and product conte
may constitute a barrier to
Parry, Aguilar, and Jawahar 200

For example, two EU directi
implemented soon may h
exporting companies in the E
European Commission (EC) Dir

SR
to

SR

res

electrical and electronic equip
into account and facilitate
recovery, particularly the reus
waste electrical and electron
requiring producers of

competitors.

33 See http://www.sustainability.com/developing-
value/details.asp?bcid=43&sfid=1&bsid=1#top.

TO, for example,
has argued that
tariff barrier (Fox

ISO standards
tariff barrier for
ing countries,

ithout requisites
ies and staff, if

they were to become de facto standards for
oks and others 

has the potential
mpanies toward

also to become 
panies in other

ry promotes CESR
ade implications,
SR codes of the

 production
global trade.  Not 
R codes translate
uring companies

overseas to adopt CESR activities.  However, 
volve technical
ssessment (e.g., 

nt requirements)
trade (Fischer,
5; WTO 1999).

ves that will be
ave impacts on
AP region.  The 
ectives on Waste 

Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE)
encourages the design and production of 

ment, which take
dismantling and
e and recycling of 
ic equipment, by 
certain product

categories34 in the EU member states to provide

34 These categories are large and small household
appliances, IT and telecommunications equipment,
consumer equipment, lighting equipment, electrical
and electronic tools (with the exception of large-scale
stationary industrial tools), toys, leisure and sports 
equipment, medical devices (with the exception of 
implanted and infected products), monitoring and
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for the financing of the collection, t
recovery and environmentally sound d
waste electrical and electronic equipme
set up systems for the collection and
(EC 2005). The EC Directive on Restr
the Use of Certain Hazardous Substa
Electrical and Electronic Equipment
requires certain hazardous substanc
electrical and electronic equipment
mercury, cadmium, hexavalent chro
polybrominated biphenyls (PBB
polybrominated diphenyl ethers (PBDE
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Development 2004).  As for SMEs, the A
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Es in

Buyers in developed countries have attempted
to influence the supply-chain practices in
developing countries with some success.
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al of
d to
very
n of
s in
HS)

in

Indonesia and the Philippines rea
percent, according to data provided by t
and ILO (Commission on Private Sect

Generally, direct suppliers
buyers tend to receive suppo
in the case of Sony Technolog
second and third tier supplier
suppliers) tend to receive
improve their practices. A
international organizations target SMEs, such 
the GRI’s handb

um,
and
o be
05).

sure
shift
rate
that
ries’
as a

and
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ESR

be
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in annex A for a list of projects).

Pressure and Support Stemming
Actions. Government actio
regulations as well as incentive
for CESR. Government act
environmental information dis
public disclosure and CER
provide incentives for com
CESR.  Information disclosure
require regulatory complia
ultimate goal is to promote
First, information disclosure edu
on companies’ environmental pe
creates pressure on comp
improvements. Investors and
put pressure on the poor
financial markets and s
in

products can meet the consuming c
requirements, they may also be percei
trade barrier.

Requirements through Supply-Chain to S
the Informal Sector. Large companies so
work with their suppliers to introdu
practices. This mechanism could pote
an important driver for CESR, sin
companies consist of a large portion
private sector activities in the EAP
Although detailed information on the
sector is not available, the size of the
thought to be quite large in the EAP re
example, it is estimated that the inform
agricultural w

m
r is
For
on-
like

70
ank
and
sia-
that
the

environmental performance
policy affect business risk
profitability.  Secondly, inform
educates companies on their
makes companies realize p
improvement.

Regulations and enforcemen
activities such as ISO 14001 cer
environmental regulatory comPacific Economic Forum (APEC) indica

98 percent of all enterprises are SM
Asia-Pacific region35.

control instruments, and automatic dispensers (see
http://europa.eu.int/scadplus/leg/en/lvb/l21210.ht
m).
35 See http://www.apec.org/apec/news
___media/fact_sheets/smesmicroents.html.

of international
rt from MNCs, as

y Malaysia. The
s (i.e. suppliers of 
less support to

few initiatives by 
as

ook for SMEs and the Common
Code for the Coffee Community (see Table A.1

from Government
ns, laws and
s, can be drivers

ions to mandate
closure, such as

, can indirectly
panies to adopt

itself does not 
nce, though the

the compliance.
cates the public
rformance and

anies to make 
shareholders also

performers, as
tock exchanges

creasingly recognize that corporate
and disclosure

s and long-term
ation disclosure

performance and
otential areas of

t, not CESR
tifications, ensure
pliance (Box 9).

Voluntary CESR actions do not fully protect the
environment and thus they do not eliminate the 
need for regulations. If regulatory enforcement 
is working, companies meet the minimum
standards and CESR activities mean beyond-
compliance activities.  Regulations and
enforcement complement the CESR efforts by 
setting the level playing field for all the
companies.
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Box 9. Enforcement, not CESR, Ensures
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te t
ting
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certified. This incident left the l

people without water for two days. As a re
its

ure
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e.
nme

omplia
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ernment needs strong regulations
enforcement in order to ensure that

met.

d H

Compliance

A waste handler operating in the H
Science-Based Industrial Park of Taiwa
high-tech production plants genera
waste, was caught dumping and pollu
nearby river, even though the comp
ISO14001

the government immediately revoked
certification.

This example demonstrates a fail
regulatory enforcement.  CESR does not
regulations and regulatory complianc
14001 does not guarantee the enviro
improvements or environmental c
For CESR to go beyond complian
gov

chu
here
oxic
the

to exist in countries with sufficient re
compliance. A survey of mult
enterprises also supports this argum
indicating that strong regulation
enforcement of host governments grea
when seeking “CESR-ready” suppliers
and others 2003).

voluntary and companies can
at any moment.  With suff
enforcement and strong awar
will find it difficult to undo th
made by CESR efforts. To
further, gov
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sult,
ISO
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lace
ISO
ntal
nce.
, a
and
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stakeholders.

Lastly, governments can provi
companies to undertake busin
contribute to environmental im
Vietnam, the government
Environmental Protection F
financial incentives for
undertake clean production
fund can provide low-in
companies pursuing cleaner p
than 40 companies have show
program so far (Huynh 2004).
in production was required by
a voluntary commitment b
improve their environmental p
th

minimum environmental standards are

Source: (NHI, the Nautilus Institute, an
2002)

Regulatory compliance is also impor
CESR, because it ensures that compan
minimum environmental standard
addition, companies with regulatory com
are considered to have the ability to und
and meet the regulatory requirements.
become attractive for foreign custom
buyers that seek CESR-ready compa
other words,

tant
ies m

s.
plia
erst

T
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nies.
“CESR-ready” suppliers are li

gula ry
inati

ent
s
tly

 (Ber

There is a fear that such intense competition in 
global trade will undermine the progress made
with the application of codes of conduct. In 
order to remain competitive, suppliers in Asia
may revert back to compulsory longer working
hours and compromise workers’ safety and
health conditions (Doane 2005).  CESR activities
are independent of regulations. CESR is

stop embracing it
icient regulatory
eness, companies

e good progress
 promote CESR

ernments can strengthen their 
enforcement capacity and awareness among 

de incentives for
ess activities that

provements. In
established the 

und to provide
companies that
(Nghi 2002). The 
terest loans to

roduction; more 
n interest in this
Since the change
law, this was not 

y companies to
erformance, and

us it is not a CESR activity.  The fund 
subsidizes and promotes clean production,

ecome conscious
terial and energy 
costs and better

environmental

vil society actions 
ctivities, because

companies seek social acceptability. The EAP
rally adaptive to
re tends to put

es to seek social
res, because Asian 

s focused on the
individualism

(Chambers and others 2003).

But CESR, which reflects the social and
environmental concerns of citizens and
communities, is not yet undertaken as a 
mainstream business practice in the EAP region,
except philanthropic donations by larger
companies. One reason may be that regulatory
capacity, particularly enforcement, and

 for
eet
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nce
and
hey
and

In
kely

expecting that companies b
about business benefits of ma
efficiency such as reduced
reputation through better
performance.

Demand from Civil Society . Ci
can be drivers for CESR a
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by
and
help
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region can be considered cultu
CESR initiatives.  Asian cultu
stronger pressure on compani
acceptance than western cultu
companies are traditionally les
ideas of private property and
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consumer and community pressures are
and thus do not demand im
environmental performance by com
Weak regulatory capacity and p
consumer and community organ
typically found in developing countrie
fully support the effort to promot
(Luetkenhorst 2004). There are, howev

w
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wever, the extent
involvement is typically superficial or narro
focused. For example, the FSC’s standard covers 
only forestry operations and production. The 
ICTI the work place,
includi fety issues, but 

on self-
assessment. Other CESR-supporting activities
are also described in Annex A.

Box 10.  Thailand Electronics
manufacturing company

In Thailand, employees of an electronics 
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manufacturing company repe
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ety data was not 
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Actions involving civil society s
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to undertake CESR activities. For e
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regulatory compliance with the PROP
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this
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Source: (NIH, the Nautilus Ins
2002)

Main Barriers
Despite the various initiatives
in the EAP region, barriers
barriers include (1) lack of d
awareness of CESR, including
how it

In the case of Thailand’s industrial site
if public disclosure had been required
industrial site, corrective actions migh
been taken earlier and the illnesses and
might have been prevented.

NGOs and industrial associations are a
in developing various CESR-related st
Globally, various organizations, s
industrial associations and chamb
commerce, have programs or
supporting CESR; ho

tive
rds.

as
of

icies
of

wly

limitations of CESR tools, such
reporting and ISO standards;
and technical constraints to i
These barriers lead to insuffic
incorrect signals by consu
regulators, and others.

Lack of Demand and Poor Awar
region, aware

to promote CESR
still exist. These 
emand and poor 

what it is and
benefits companies and society; (2)

as environmental
and (3) financial
mplement CESR.
ient pressure and
mers, investors,

eness.  In the EAP
ness on environmental issues is 

increasing. Yet, there seems to be a lack of
demand for CESR activities.  Companies may
not know how good their environmental 
performance is or if there are any areas to 
improve.  They may not have enough support 
such as training and financial incentives in order
to undertake CESR.  They may also not know
the benefits of CESR activities.
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Progress has been made in the EAP
Public disclosure programs and CER
companies understand their own perf
because companies may not realize such
benefits when they are not required to
review, and report their envir
performance information. The
improvements in CESR in the EAP regio
prompted some governments to
mandatory information disclosure,
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Despite the progress, there ar
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Financial and technical constraints to implement
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example, ISO certifications ma
quickly among SMEs beca
involved.  Even in economicall
Kong, SMEs still view CESR
luxury that they can afford
economy is good (South Ch
2004). At the company level, t
activities can be prohibitive for
for the first-time ISO certifi
range from $5,000 to $2
consultation for environmenta
systems (Utting 2002).  Limit
available on the costs in
certification, particularly
countries.  However, as shown
Cana

the resulting long-term prosperity.

Limitation of CESR tools—environmental
and ISO standards. CESR tools have limi
Some CESR activities do not ensure
environmental performance. In p
voluntary initiatives such as envir
reporting do not guarantee that companie
have good environmental records. For e
Unilever received an award from the A
its environmental reporting despite the
the company did not mention

same year (Doane 2005). An ISO-certifi
handler in the Hsinchu Science-Based Ind
Park in Taiwan (Box 9) is another example.

On the other hand, there are CESR activ
have made measurable enviro
improvements. For example, a Vie
company, Tan Thanh Rubber P
Enterprise, considerably

strial

that
ental
mese
ssing

ater
and

ction
al or
ental
le to 

the cost. SMEs in developin
therefore, likely to face grea
(Johannson 1997).

Time to get certified may be su
companies.  Obtaining an
requires tasks such a
measurement, documentation
process control and oversight
and evaluation, followed by
The time involved varies depe
size of a company as wel
environmental manag

electricity use by applying clean p
processes (Huynh 2004). However, reg
country-level statistics on enviro
improvements through CESR are not av
determine CESR effectiveness.

CESR continues to evolve and it may
the private sector’s responsibility
environment in the future. Howeve
activities alone, particularly e

ease
the

ESR
ntal
e a

that it takes 1-2 years38.   If a
requires a factory to shut do
also incurs lost production. H
information is available on
needed for ISO 14001 certificat
for companies in developing co

As In order for standards
SR, programs

38  See http://www.pca.state.mn.us/programs/ems-
faq.html#3.
39  See http://www.iso.org.
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for a smaller company in Vietnam, it
difficult to get certified when ther
certification body in the country.  Thus, t
a concern that developing

may
e is

he
countries are

disadvantage in adopting internati

Financial and technical constraints can be eased 
by technical assistance and support, like

ed by the
for companies
Governments in 

economically and
nmentally from providing more support 

to promote CESR and growth of the private 
sector in the region.

be
no

re is
at

onal
standards (Crooks and others 2005).

financial incentives provid
Government of Vietnam
undertaking clean production.
the EAP region may benefit
enviro
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CHAPTER 5 
TOWARD A CESR STRATEGY FOR THE WORLD BANK IN 
THE EAP REGION

The review of CESR cases is summarized
th

ghts
se C

usi
are

uppo
nt n

the minimum standards;
r C

e IFC, the Bank
ss t se

di

h
g pri
ach

ovid
ork to man

business risks and promote consis
nab

also aims to use its c
urag

oach to social
a

ples
developing countries;
collaborates with the United Nations
promote the Global Compact (Box 3
developing countries; and
Helps market development for 
environmentally and socially friendly
products and services, such as in renewable
energy and eco-tourism industries (some 

A.140).

four social and
omote CESR and
rivate sector and
nce facilities that

ent for SMEs in
.2).  Social and
de supports for 

pportunities that
The Sustainable

(SFMF) can be 
beneficial to many SMEs in the EAP region.
Regional technical assistance facilities also help

s and sustainable
s been providing
SWOT analysis

 practices through 
mples and their

together with
stitute published

Value: the business
ging markets. It

ed CESR benefits.
panies in the EAP 
research on these

the regions like
EAP, where more CESR activities can be 
undertaken. First, the sustainable business cases

ation on
ntal performance.  Second, 

ss among not only
other companies and investors,

and thus the demand for information as well as
products produced by companies with CESR 
activities.

in a
reat

the
ESR
ness
ness
rt is
eeds
and
ESR
can

IFC’s projects are listed in Table

In addition, IFC manages
environmental facilities to pr
sustainable businesses in the p
four regional technical assista
improve the business environm
developing countries (Table 5
environmental facilities provi
companies to realize the o
CESR offers their businesses.
Financial Markets Facility

strength/ weakness/ opportunity/
(SWOT) analysis in Table 5.1.

Overall, the SWOT analysis highli
existence of opportunities to increa
activities and create favorable b
environment for CESR.  In particular, aw
needs to be built; more attention and s
needed for SMEs; regulatory enforceme
to ensure
regulations should not to hampe
activities.  Together with th
work with client governments to addre
challenges.

IFC’s role: promoting CESR through
engagement with client companies
IFC has been improving its approac
sustainability in its business of financin
sector investments.  Its new appro
establish performance standards by pr
clients with a solid framew

he

rect

to
vate
will
ing
age
tent
ility
lient

e a
and

ging

SMEs improve supply chain
resource management. IFC ha
supports for SMEs as the
identified.

IFC also promotes the CESR
disseminating the CESR exa
benefits.  In 2002, the IFC
Sustainability and the Ethos In
a report entitled Developing
case for sustainability in emer
collected examples and analyz
About 30 cases from the com
region were included. The
cases has a dual purpose for

improvements in their sustai
performance. IFC
relationship as an opportunity to enco
change in the appr
environmental stewardship, while eng
with client companies. For example, it:

advocates the Equator Princi in

to
) in

provide the public with inform
corporate environme
these cases increase awarene
citizens, but also

40  More information on IFC’s work on mainstreaming
sustainability can be found in IFC’s annual 
sustainability report. Available: http://www.ifc.org/
ifcext/publications.nsf/AttachmentsByTitle/2004Sus
Report/$FILE/2004SustReport.pdf.
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Table 5.1: SWOT analysis from the review of CESR cases in the EAP region 
s/RisksOpportunities Threat

Awareness among sha
investors can
ISO 14001 certification and e abels
encourage CES
Product and company
through C
Bilateral trade negotiations
Packaging and wast
consuming countries

s and A large number of SMEs an
in supply

sure Disclosure of environm
may be mandated
Disclosure policy for listed co
encourage CERs 
Fin

panies can 

tal
improvements may be consi
Vietnamese Environmen

re Stronger civil society provides an organized 
effort to press governments a
to take
Public disclosure prog
to other regions to increase aw

y be applied
ness

ndustri
associations may act as s
for export markets 

ds, especially

Lack of Demand and 
Poor Awareness by 
Companies

anies needs to be 
ompanies undertake

SR activities

Smaller companies attract less
attention (and get less pressure) 
but also less support

needs to translate into

Awareness of comp
increased so that more c
CE

Awareness
actions

Poor Awareness
Society

Civil growing, which needs to b
greater demand for CESR a
A

Awarenes es is Awarenes
alyzed for actions

Business
Environment/Context

reholders and 
be increased

col
R activities

Regulation (e.g., environmental
reporting) may increase 

Global Trade differentiation
ESR-related activities

e regulations in 

Trade barriers (e.g., ecolabels)
may be created

Supply Chain, SME
Informal Sector

d informal firms 
 chain can be influenced

A few efforts are under way 

Governmental Pres
and Support 

ental performance

m

ancial support for environmen
dered (e.g.,

tal Protection Fund) 

Weak regulatory enforcement 
does not create a level play field

St
re

ng
th

 (e
xi

st
in

g 
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iv
er

s)
 

Civil Society Pressu
nd companies

action
rams ma

are
among civil society
Codes of conduct by NGOs and i al

tandar

Community pressure may not be 
strong enough to induce further 
CESR actions in some places

Lack of Demand and 
by

s on environmental issu
e cat
ctions

wareness of civil society needs to be
increased to create the demand for 
information

s needs to translate into

CESR Does not Mean 
Compliance with Laws 

Continuous CESR evolution may increase
the responsibility of private sector on 
environmental issues 

Regulatory enforcement needs to
complement CESR efforts because
CESR alone will not protect the 
environment

W
ea

kn
es

s 
(b

ar
ri

er
s)

Financial and Technical
Constraints

Necessary arrangement (e.g., certification
bodies, auditors, and trainers) needs to be 
established

Costs can be high, especially for
SMEs
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Tab echnical Ass  Facilities for Sustainable Private Sector Developmentle 5.2 IFC's T istance
Program Name Focus
Corporate Citizenship
(CCF)

Fa IFC client companiescility Promotes corporate social responsibility in

Environmental O
Facility (EOF) 

pportun l environmentalities Finances innovative projects that promote loca
benefits

Finance Program (EBF
Works to develop a sustainable market for SMEs
benefit the global environment (renewable energ
efficiency; ecotourism; sustainable agriculture
certified fishing)

ro
nm

en
t

Fa
ci

lit
ie

s

rkets Provides advisory and technica
Facility (SFMF) environmental impact of financial intermed

financial sector in IFC member countries, and p
private sector investment in emerging markets

China Project Develop
Facility (CPDF) 

m all and medium sized
enterprises in the interior of China 

ent Supports the development of private sm

Development Facility (MPDF) Vietnam, Lao PDR, and Cambodia

Environmental Business
P)

, whose activities
y and energy

and agro-forestry; and 

So
ci

al
 a

nd
En

vi
al

Sustainable Financial Ma l assistance to enhance the social and 
iaries and the broader

romote increased

Mekong Private Sector Supports the development of private, domestically-owned SMEs in 

Program for Eastern Indonesia Supports expansion of the SME sec
SME Assistance (PENSA)

tor in eastern Indonesia

R
eg

io
na

l T
A

 F
ac

ili
tie

s 

Pacific Enterprise Development
Facility (PEDF)

See http://www.ifc.org/ifcext/proserv.nsf/Cont

There are over 11,000 companies in
region with ISO 14001 certification. Ea
companies is making (or has made) an ef
address their

Supp ized private 
secto

orts development of viable small and medium-s
r businesses
ent/TechnicalAssistanceandAdvisoryServices.

EAP
the

rt to
ent

paper because they are not al
tools.  CESR practices may
although they are helpful. F
environmental regulations to f
they ne

the
ch of

fo
environmental managem

res lts
ating t

anie
s w

activ

thro
g the capacity of governments

systems.  However, these cases and the
are not publicized.  Thus, dissemin

u
hese
s as
here
ities

ugh

ong
ote
ing

ions

companies to strive for
improvements that reduce the
environment.  They could crea
out resource inefficiencies, or
environmentally friendly
processes (see Box 3).

Environmental regulations ar
environmental protection beca
CESR does not guarantee the
laws.  Appropriate regulations
do.  As for economic regulato

examples may be beneficial for comp
well as the public in the EAP countrie
demand and awareness for CESR
could be increased.

Bank’s role: promoting CESR
strengthenin
While IFC promotes CESR directly am

rom
Help

governments make improvements in regulat
and enforcement, and build awareness and
demand for CESR would lead to a favorable
business climate for companies to integrate
CESR activities.

Regulations.  Economic and environmental 
regulatory tools and regulatory enforcement
have not been discussed extensively in this 

ways direct CESR 
not need them,

or economic and
acilitate CESR, 

ed to be properly designed to urge 
innovation and
ir impacts on the 
te pressure, point 

build demands for
products and

e necessary for
use, as discussed,
compliance with
and enforcement

ry tools, they are
not necessary for environmental protection or 
CESR.  Some economic regulatory tools, such as
tax incentives and subsidies, typically have
purposes other than promoting CESR or 
protecting the environment.  However, they can
affect the environment through changing
business behaviors. Unintended effects on the
environment can be negative or positive.
Regulations need to complement the CESR

private sector companies, the Bank can p
CESR by working with governments.
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efforts and ultimately the envir
protection, such as tax incentives for
efficient equipment and products.
contrary, for example, subsidies for foss
could undermine the CESR efforts by pr
the use of non-renewable foss
consumption. Regulations should not
CESR efforts.  In this regard, the

onme
ene
On
il f

omo
il
ham
Ba

analytical work can support government
ent

and
a m

ges
plan

se
ntrib
soci
such

y Environmental Analyses and Strategic
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ns
if

e se

forcem
gula

lati
g res
gthen
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ach

nd
or C
r t
ilita

ncrea
the exposure of domestic companies to the 
international market standards. For example, 
public administration initiatives — such as
technical assistance programs in Vietnam and
Cambodia and investment climate assessments
— can help improve the business climate, 
integrate companies into the global trading
system, and, thus indirectly promote CESR 
activities. In this context, the World Bank’s effort

of governments
the effort to expand CESR

).

and and poor
as a challenge in

port countries to 
nd dissemination
Opportunities to
plementation of
information in

as environmental
licensing, and
environmental

public disclosure
other countries

stakeholders to 
ntal performance.
awareness of the

s through
environmental performance

information.  The Bank can continue to help 
closure programs
er environmental

he Bank’s support
ams).

s further among
y, the Bank

o bring together
g private sector, 

 decision-making
s stakeholders in

will increase their 
knowledge and awareness of environmental
impacts and their linkages with corporate

his will also lead
and corporate

provements.  In
ient

governments in designing and implementing
reward schemes to encourage voluntary CESR
activities.

Finally, the Bank could continue to encourage 
CESR in other companies through its own 
efforts to improve the environmental and social
aspects of its operations.  The Bank has 
implemented initiatives such as green

ntal
rgy-

Environmental Assessments, the Bank
governments form policies and regulatio
send right signals to companies, even
may not directly address privat
activities.

Capacity Building for Governments – En
and Public Administration. Re
enforcement must exist along with regu
because good regulations may not brin
if they are not enforced. Stren
governments’ capacity for re
enforcement would help governments
the minimum compliance for all companies
create the favorable business climate f
promotion.  Furthermore, smoothe
administration can promote CESR by fac
the international trade and thereby i

to strengthen the capacity
complements

the
uels
ting
fuel
per

nk’s
s to

of

the
ore

ress
of

 is
ctor
utes
ally.

as

activities in the region (Box 11

Awareness Building. Lack of dem
awareness of CESR still remain
the EAP.  The Bank can sup
improve their transparency a
of environmental information.
do this include supporting im
transparency laws, access to
environmental process, such
impact assessment (EIA) and
programs that disclose
information.  For example,
programs in Indonesia and
brought together different
improve corporate environme
They have proven to improve
public and companies themselve
dissemination of

improve the design and enforcem
regulations.

As the Bank’s Environment Strategy
EAP Environment Strategy emphasize,
comprehensive approach to add
environmental priorities at early sta
policy, program, and development
helpful in ensuring that private
development positively co
economically, environmentally, and
Through the use of analytical work 
Countr

help
that
they
ctor

ent
tory
ons,
ults,
ing

tory
ieve

governments design public dis
to improve the demand for bett
performance (see annex C for t
for the public disclosure progr

In order to build awarenes
smaller companies and civil societ
can encourage countries t
different stakeholders includin
public sector, and NGOs into
processes.  By involving variou
decision making, stakeholders

a
ESR
rade
ting
sing

environmental performance. T
to demands for information
environmental performance im
addition, the Bank could support cl
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Box 11.  Improving Trade Administration – Trade Increases Companies’ Exposur

International buyers and customers can expose companies to their standards, norms

e to CESR

and cultures, and
regulations.  Pressure to undertake CESR may come from such international buyers and customers.  This

rnational trade. 

d predictability of
ector activities and
nt climate reports

ent policies and services experienced by local 
businesses.  By identifying the bottlenecks, these reports help improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the

ration can support

s to improve their 
bal trading system.
constraints in trade
s constraints.  This

project aims to address these constraints by reducing transaction costs associated with trade and investment,
terprises to export 
xport markets, the 
ons. As a result, it
liers.

dernizing its Customs Administration in an effort to improve its
functions as part of preparations to join the WTO.  Within the Customs Modernization project, the government

ystems and procedures based on internationally recognized standards and practices.
It has also attempted to improve private sector ompliance and the investment climate with various incentives
(World Bank 2005b). Improved private sector compliance and an improved investment climate will encourage

al b ill likely promote
tal s

potential positive impact on CESR may not be realized, if a government is not ready for inte

The Bank supports the improvement of public administration by assessing the quality an
business regulations and government services.  This support aims to increase the private s
investments with international business partners. The Private Sector group’s investme
identify the inefficiency and ineffectiveness of governm

governments’ capacity.  Efficient and effective regulatory inspections and business regist
suppliers improve their overall business performance and opportunities.

The Bank provides technical assistance to the Cambodian and Vietnamese government
public administration and to help companies in the supply chain to integrate into the glo
For the Royal Government of Cambodia, the Bank assists the government in addressing the
development. Government officials understand that their regulatory processes are acting a

introducing transparency in investment processes and facilitating access of smaller en
markets (World Bank 2004). By incorporating rural and informal companies to access e
project will promote these companies’ compliance with environmental and other regulati
will provide an opportunity for small companies to operate as reliable and responsible supp

The Government of Vietnam is currently mo

has introduced modern s
c

companies’ interaction with internation uyers. Increased international exposure w
tandards.

ility
s).

ers,
and
will
rom
will

This paper serves as a first ste
Strategy in the EAP Region. CE
increasing, built upon the environment
awareness in the region.  Large
started to undertake CESR acti
spread CESR among compan
both th

compliance with international environmen

Source: World Bank 2004, 2005b.

s fac
gram

ehold
umers will demand environmentally

socially responsible products; investors
demand companies to reduce risks f
environmental consequences; civil society
demand companies to protect communities and
workers; governments will be pressured to 
design better regulations to facilitate CESR 
further; and suppliers will desire to benefit from
CESR.

p toward a CESR
SR awareness is 

al
r companies have
vities.  In order to 
ies in the region,

e Bank and IFC have important roles to 
play.  There is a need to improve stakeholder
activities, including those of governments,
consumers, and investors, which affect 
companies’ behavior and CESR.  There is
equally a need to support the companies 
themselves in building greater awareness of
CESR, its tools, and advantages, as linked with
their core businesses. 

procurement and actions to “green” it
management (e.g., renewable energy pro
By building awareness among stak
cons
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ANNEX A 
CESR SUPPORTING ORGANIZATIONS ACTIVITIES IN
THE EAST ASIA AND THE PACIFIC REGION
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ce it is difficult to

programs, and
romotion, this list

rograms, and 
contributions

gh encouraging
roducts and

mprovements in
is not a comprehensive or

definitive list, but provides areas and types of 
nt agencies. The

:

Projects that may indirectly promote CESR, 
to improve

which promotes
ough increased

rojects that promote compliance with
policy and international agreements, such 

jects, because
they may not promote further

cific

overnmental

 was established
tional nonprofit
ogether members

artners from business, civil society, and
ss the world to 
in sustainable
focused more on 

he Responsible
oration with the
compared and

Responsibility. Business for
Social Responsibility (BSR) is an international
nonprofit organization that helps its member 
companies integrate corporate social
responsibility into their operations and
strategies. It provides information, tools,
training, and advisory services and maintains
cross-sectoral collaboration. Its members are not

52 see http://www.accountability.org.uk
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required to adhere to a set of standards.53

Forest Stewardship Council. The
Stewardship Council (FSC) is a globa
profit non-governmental organization
promotes responsible forestry. It provid
management standard

Fo
l not

es fo
and accredita

Cri

s, w
tion.
here

 that are elig
to display the FSC logos. Some critics say this

use
mers

l
tour

otou
gram
icip
unt

sites m
they are given different levels in the certifica

nies
ifica

ze

(IB
for-profit
business

activities, particularly in developing
ies. It carries out the

y the Prince of Wa
orum, which aims at serv

as a central website for CSR practices
worldwide. In the East Asia and Pacific region,
its current projects include implementation of 
occupational health and safety evaluation as

rest
-for-
that
rest
tion
teria

hich
FSC
are
ible

private, and civil society organi

Marine Stewardship Council
Stewardship Council (MSC) wa
established in 1997 by Unilev
became an independent g
organization in 1999. Support
organizations from more than
developed an environment
sustainable fishing and
program. The accreditation
fishing is provided by indep

services based on its ten Principles and
of responsible forest management.

The FSC accredits certification bodie
certify forestry operations and produc
operates in more than 34 countries. T
almost 260 organizations in Asia

changes little on the ground, beca
companies that are already good perfor
the certification (Bass and others. 2001).54

Green Globe 21. The Green Globe 21, a g
affiliation for sustainable travel and
introduced the international ec
certification program in 1999. The pro
independently audited. As of 2004, part
spread across approximately 50 co
Depending on the criteria that tourist

the process of 
get

obal
ism,
rism

is
ants
ries.
eet,
tion
are

program that covers small-sc
Pacific and an outreach progra

Associations
Association of Chartered Certified
Association of Chartered Certif
(ACCA) Malaysia59 has sp
Environmental and Social R
(MESRA) since 2002. The awa
by the Department of Environ
Natural Resources and
Malaysia.process. As of June 2005, 112 compa

currently certified worldwide.  The cert
involves annual renewal, requiring t
companies to monitor and minimi
environmental impacts from their operations

International Business Leaders Forum.
International Business Leaders Forum
was established in 1990 as a not-
organization to support sustainable

well as environmental moni
and Indonesia through

tion
hese

the
55.

The
LF)

sponsors the Awards for
Reporting, and ACCA Singapore
Singapore Environmental Re
They also report on the status
in each country. ACCA Chin
developed such awards.

and Associatio
transitional econom CSR Investment in Asia
Forum Project  initiated b les membership org56

Business Leaders F ing corporate social

53 see http://www.bsr.org/
54 See http://www.fsc.org
55 see http://www.greenglobe21.com
56 see http://csrforum.com

toring in Vietnam
partnerships with public, 

zations57.

. The Marine 
s originally

er and WWF and
lobal nonprofit
ed by over 100 
20 countries, it 

al standard for
an accreditation

for sustainable
endent bodies. No

Asian companies are either certified or are in the
being certified. The MSC has a 

ale fisheries in the 
m in East Asia58.

 Accountants. The
ied Accountants

onsored the annual
eporting Awards
rds are endorsed
ment, Ministry of
Environment of 

Similarly, ACCA Hong Kong60

Sustainability
61 sponsors the 

porting Awards.
 of such reporting

a62 has not yet

Association for Sustainable & Responsible
Investment in Asia. The Hong-Kong based

n for Sustainable and Responsible
 (ASRIA) is a not-for-profit
nization that promotes 

 responsibility and sustainable
investment in the Asia and Pacific region. It
conducts research and holds conferences and

a

57 see http://www.iblf.org
58 see http://www.msc.org
59 see http://malaysia.accaglobal.com/
60 see http://hongkong.accaglobal.com/
61 see http://singapore.accaglobal.com/
62 see http://china.accaglobal.com/
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briefings to raise awareness among i
business, and communities63. SRI funds e
Indonesia, Malaysia, and Taiwan, along

nves
xi

w
more developed economies, such as Korea

ociat
dus
y, and
ati

ts sta
ndu
ati

)—h
tia

g,
spons
odes

orcem
ishm
plia

rly sell and buy intermediate
products from one another (Reinhardt 19

peri
iati

adop

s.
(ICT
of toy
75. The

Association and Chinese Taipei Toy 
& Children’s Article Manufacturers Association
are members. The Code of Business Practices
was accepted in 1991 and adopted in 1995.
Environmental issues have been discussed at its
annual meetings. However, the code only refers
to compliance with laws protecting the

tors,
st in

ith
and

ions.
try’s

Asia Pacific Roundtable for Clean
Asia Pacific Roundtable for C
(APRCP) is an international
and nonprofit membership o
was formally established in 19
provide leadership and sup
production and to stimulate t
implementation of cleaner pro

Singapore.

International Council of Chemical Ass
Responsible Care is the chemical in
initiative to improve its health, safet
environmental performance through n
chemical industry associations. Since i
Canada in 1985, 52 national chemical i
associations—members of the Intern
Council of Chemical Associations (ICCA
adopted the Responsible Care ini
including Indonesia, Hong Kon
Philippines, Taiwan, and Thailand. Re
Care is unique among voluntary c
conduct, because it has enf
mechanisms. Although there is no pun
involved, companies can detect noncom
because they regula

onal
rt in
stry
onal
ave

tive,
the
ible

of
ent
ent

nce,

Since its inception, it has held f
in the region.65

World Business Council
Development. The World Bus
Sustainable Development
coalition of companies that
sustainable development. T
originally conceived in 1991 a
the World Industry Council fo
in 1995. Its members consist
from more than 3

99). companies
National chemical associations provide
reports or devote part of their assoc
annual report to discuss progress in
the common guidelines.64

International Council of Toy Industrie
International Council of Toy Industries
a non-governmental organization
associations, originally established in 19
China Toy

odic
on’s
ting

The
I) is

It aims to catalyze change to
development and to promote
responsibility and eco-efficien

For-Profit Organizations
Sustainability was established i
profit advocacy,

environment.

63 see http://www.asria.org
64 See http://www.responsiblecare.org/.

er Production. The
leaner Production
nongovernmental
rganization that

98. It aims to 
port for cleaner

he promotion and
duction strategies

and technologies in the Asia and Pacific region. 
ive roundtables

for Sustainable
iness Council for
(WBCSD) is a
are committed to
he council was
nd merged with

r the Environment 
of 180 companies

0 countries, including five
from China and two from Thailand. These 

represent 18 major industrial sectors.
ward sustainable

corporate social
cy.66

n 1987 as a for-
consulting, and think-tank

organization to advocate transparency and
accountability for business and others. Although
most of its work is concentrated in the OECD 
countries, it has worked with international
organizations to publish reports, including
Developing Value: the business case for
sustainability in emerging markets.67

65 See http://www.aprcp.org.
66 See http://www.wbcsd.com.
67 See http://www.sustainability.com.
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Table A.1: A list of projects/ programs/ publications by major development agencies that potentially
ri tion in the EA

enc /
n

C nmental Performance
in Private Sector

cont bute to CESR promo P region
Ag y Project/ Programme

Publicatio
ountry Content to Promote Better Enviro

Envi
2005: Corporate 
Responsibility for 
Environme

hilippines A project to strengthen compliance m
subsequent enforcement of em
pollutin
pollution monitoring equipment f
of industries as well as the inst
abatement equipment

Shanx hina A project to introduce policies wh
environmental pollution and envir
technologies to conserve energy an

Common Code fo
Community

ietnam A project to develop a global code
growing, pro

GTZ
d eco-

all and 
enterpr

T ludes promotion of 
ficiency in industry that aims at sustainable and 

clean industrial development

Enhancing the
competitiveness an
efficiency of sm
medium-sized
(SMEs)

ises

hailand A project with a component that inc
eco-ef

Environmental
advisory service an
env

hina
through improved environmental poli
Chinese government

GTZ oriented
prise Consultancy

C co-efficient production 
and know-how to 

Environment-
Enter
Zhejiang (EECZ) 

hina A project to support cleaner and e
through provision of information
industries

Indonesian-German

(ProLH)

donesia A project with a component that inc
industry-rela
efficiency of resources, capacity b
meso level

GTZ de
romotion

aration of “A National
g the commercialization of 

Organic and GMO free products in Cambodia 

Multilateral EU tra
p

Cambodia A project that includes the prep
Action Plan” for developin

IFC Power and 
any (CEPALCO)

P lar photovoltaic plant to 
CO’s existing 7 MW run-

Cagayan Electric
Light Comp

hilippines A project to developing a so
enhance the capacity of CEPAL
of-river hydroelectric facility 

IFC
tunities for Sustainable

Business

 research into theEcolodges: Exploring
Oppor

Global A report summarizing the results of
sustainability of ecolodges

hilippines A program to r

ADB Asian ronment Outlook

ntal Performance

Regional A publication on CSR in Asia, with related workshops

ADB Metro Manila Air Quality
Improvement (Air Pollution
Control Facility)

P onitoring and
ission standards for 

g industries and contribute to the funding of air
or individual or groups

allation of pollution

ADB i Environment
Improvement

C ich will mitigate the 
onment-friendly
d raw materials

GTZ r the Coffee V  for the sustainable
cessing and trading of mainstream coffee

and ensure the feasibility and sustainability of the code
implementation

GTZ policy
d

ironment management
for enterprises (EPEM)

C A project to achieve environmental pollution reduction
cy measures of the

GTZ
Environmental Programme 

In ludes reduction of
ted pollution and improvement of usage 

uilding at micro and 
, pilot-projects and PR campaigns

IFC Efficient Lighting Initiative
(ELI)

P educe greenhouse gas emissions by
increasing the use of energy-efficient lighting 
technologies

IFC Fenglin medium-density
fiberboard (MDF)

China A project to finance construction of a new MDF
production line, a laminated-flooring line and MDF 
printing line among others, but it also addresses the 
reduction of resource consumption at the plant

IFC/
GEF

GEF Asian Conservation 
Corporation

Philippines A project to conserve significant coastal and marine
biodiversity through a partnership between a private 
equity investment holding company (Asian Conservation
Company) and two local NGOs
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IFC/
GEF

Ma
Transformation Initiat

In
n

P

aquarium trade of the 
ological and economic

management and

Marine Aquarium rket
ive a

donesia
d

A project to transform the marine
Philippines and Indonesia to ec

hilippines sustainability using conservation
rehabilitation

donesia
d others

A sectoral project to develop compet
wood trade with programs to help
sawmills, furniture manufac
on the business potential for p
products for export by promoting su
throughout the supply chain

(Greenlights)

hina A project to address identified
broadening the China Green Ligh
major national effort, including u
Chinese lighting products and e
sustaining market in efficient lighting
services

UNDP ner
 Development 

In the region that 
 needs for social and 
engage British Petroleum’s

commitment to corporate responsibility in the ‘Tangguh’ 
tion in Papua province

Capacity 2015: Part
for Sustainable
in Papua

ship donesia A project to devise a 30-year plan for
matches economic growth with
ecological security and seek to

Liquefied Natural Gas opera
Capacity 21: Strength

into Investment De ions

ietnam A project to Influence investmen
incorporate environmental consi
development of new e
instruments

Capacity Bu hilippines A project with a long term objec
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by
removing key market, policy, techni
barriers to the development of rene
replace fossil fuel use in the Philipp

End Use Energy Ef
Program (E

hina A program to remove barriers to

energy efficiency in the major ener
(buildings and industrial)

GHG Emissions Red
Township and

ction in

in China Phase II 

hina A project to remove key market, poli
and financial barriers to the prod
utilization of energy efficient te
in the brick, cement, metal casti

Management
Pr

hilippines A project that aims to develop an i
competitive Philippine industry sect
Small and Medium-scale En
through the use of environmental ma

Improvement Project
alaysia

energy efficiency and conservation
contribute to the rational use and im
efficiency in Malaysian industries

IFC/
WWF

Sustainable Forestry In
an

itive, sustainable
forestry managers,

turers, and buyers capitalize
roducing certified wood

stainability

UNDP Barrier Removal for Efficient
Lighting Products 

C  market barriers by 
ts start-up efforts into a 
pgrading the quality of 

stablishing a self-
 products and

UNDP ening
National Capacities to
Integrate the Environment

cis

V t decisions of all scales to
derations, through

nvironmental management

UNDP ilding to Remove
Barriers to Renewable Energy 

P tive of reducing
identifying and 

cal and financial
wable energy to 
ines

UNDP ficiency
UEEP)

C the widespread
application and practice of energy conservation and 

gy consuming sectors

UNDP Energy Conservation and
u

Village
Enterprise Industries (TVE)

C cy, technological,
uction, marketing and 

chnologies and products
ng and coking sectors 

UNDP Environmental 
ogramme for Industry 

Competitiveness

P nternationally
or, specifically the 

terprises (SMEs) primarily
nagement tools

UNDP Industrial Energy Efficiency M A project to reduce barriers to the implementation of 
efforts and will
proved energy

UNDP Philippine Efficient Lighting
Market Transformation 
Project

Philippines A project consisting of preparatory activities that will 
culminate in the design of a multi-component program
that will address the removal of the remaining technical,
financial and market barriers to the accelerated 
introduction/large-scale promotion and 
commercialization of energy-efficient fluorescent lighting
systems

UNDP Private Sector Participation in
Managing the Environment 
(PRIME)

Philippines A project that aims to strengthen the role of the private 
sector in environmental management (an environmental 
partnership of the UNDP and the Philippines' Board of 
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Investments - Department of Trade and
 Promoting Energy

Cons

(PECSME)

ietnam A project to reduce the greenhouse g
small-and medium-sized enterpri
existing po
financial barriers to adoption of m
technologies and practices 

Met
Recovery and Utilisa
from Mixed Mu
Ref

on build and operate recovery systems

lobal A project to increase the access o
urban services by promoting collabo
private and public sectors; esta
Development Facility to support
joint-venture compan

dissemination of best practices and le
Buried Treasu
the business case for
corporate sustain y

lobal A report to uncover eviden
responsible business is value en

: Can
the Auto Sector deliv
su

r
lobal A publication

of leading companies in the secto
responding to the sustainable mobili

of Environmental tes
hina, A program to promote eco-industr
ietnam,
d

including training worksho
(1999), and Philippines (2001)

Tools management tools to assist indiv
to undertake various environmental manage

Finance, Env
Susta

and
ent:

G

Corporate Responsib lity and

lobal A report of the European Sem
Environment and Sustainable De
10, 2003 

Asia and the Paci
(GER

hina,
donesia,

A project to reduce greenhouse
from in

hilippines,
hailand,
ietnam

institutions and industry, energy ass
participating plants, and a

lobal A program to promote the use of C

Entrepreneur calendar that introduce
performance m

Seminars on C Cleaner Production initiatives w

Industry)
UNDP

ervation in Small and
Medium-sized Enterprises

V as emissions from
ses (SMEs) by removing

licy, institutional, technical, informational, and
ore energy efficient

UNDP Promoting hane
ti

nicipal
use

China A project to promote indigenous enterprises that will
and utilize the energy 

UNDP Public Private Partnership for
the Urban Environment 
(PPPUE)

G f the urban poor to basic 
ration between the 

blished the Project
the development of 

ies in cities around the world, along
with a capacity building element for the analysis and

ssons learned
UNEP re: Uncovering

abilit

G ce to test the premise that
hancing

UNEP Driving Sustainability
e

stainable mobility?

G that focuses on the ways in which a number
r are defining and 

ty agenda
UNEP Environmental Management

Esta
C
V
an
Philippines

ial development,
ps in Vietnam (1999), China 

UNEP Environmental Management Global An area of activities to make available environmental
iduals and organizations

ment tasks 
UNEP ironment

inable Developm
i

Capital Markets: Managing
Qualitative Risk Issues

inar on Finance,
velopment on January 

UNEP Greenhouse Gas Emission
Reduction from Industry in 

fic
IAP)

C
In
P
T
V

gas (GHG) emissions
dustry through capacity building in national 

essments in 
 review of national policies 

UNEP Industry Outreach Activities G orporate
Environmental Reporting, including the Efficient

s environmental
easures through a month-by-month

programme for SMEs
UNEP International High-Level

leaner
Production

Global Biannual seminars to review and evaluate the progress of
orldwide, assess

obstacles as well as opportunities for further 
development, and recommend future directions for 
UNEP's Cleaner Production activities (1998, 2000, 2002,
and 2004) 

UNEP Life and Science:
Accountability,
Transparency, Citizenship 
and Governance in the Life
Sciences Sector

Global Research that demonstrates that most life sciences
companies fail to acknowledge many of the issues of most
concern to external stakeholders

UNEP Offshore Oil and Gas Malaysia, A multi-stakeholder initiative to create a medium to 
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Environment Forum et tal information
opment of the offshore 

ulatory profiles of

c. locate and disseminate environmen
concerning the sustainable devel
oil and gas industry, including reg
selected countries

Risk
Practice in
Reporting

cial
lobal An international review of co

reports by SustainAbility, the United
Environment Prog

Roundtable "Can
Sustainability S
Communicatin
Responsibility/Sus
a business case for
automotive ind

nability,

UNEP an
for Promoting Cleaner

estmen
Developing Countries

V
et

lping national and local
ial associations and financial

ce of CP can 

Strategies and Mech isms

Production Inv ts in

ietnam,
c.

A project to demonstrate how he
policy makers, industr
institutions understand the importan
stimulate such investments

UNEP rk S G
ies

The 1997 Benchma urvey lobal A report that analyses 1000 company environmental 
reports from 16 sectors and 18 countr

UNEP rters G est practice around the
y sectors and hot topics

The Global Repo lobal A report that spotlights emerging b
world, focusing on a number of ke

The Non-Reporting R lobal A publication that aims to promote
exploring why some companie
corporate environment reports whil

The Oil Sector Re
Revi
Disclosure in the Oil ndustry

lobal A report that aims to increase the num

and the comparability of rep
industry

UNEP bal
vey

G rt that reveals both 
gaps in the latest crop of 

l, social and sustainability reports 

Trust Us: The Glo
Reporters 2002 Sur
Corporate Sustainability

of

Reporting

lobal An UNEP/SustainAbility repo
significant gains and important
corporate environmenta

UNEP Virtual Sustainability: Using
the Internet to Implement the 

ine

G ments examples of how
their social and environmental

Triple Bottom L

lobal A publication that docu
companies communicate
performance online 

/ UNIDO/UNEP Nati
Cleaner Production C
(NCPC) progra

hina,
ietnam

A program to promote and implem
Production strategy in enterprises a
policies, in harmony with local c

UNEP
UNIDO
UNDP

G enship initiative that 
hrough several

icy Dialogues, Learning,
Country/Regional Networks, and Projects

/
/

Global Compact lobal A global voluntary corporate citiz
offers facilitation and engagement t
mechanisms: Pol

UNIDO e o
dance of Environmental 

Damages and Pollution from 
Artisanal Mining and

es

V overnment in the
ropriate strategies

g the necessary change
in the polluting behaviour of the artisanal tin miners 

Advisory Assistanc
Avoi

n

Processing of Tin Or

ietnam Preparatory assistance to assist the g
preparation of a programme and app
that are most effective in achievin

UNEP & Opportunity: Best
 Non-Finan

G rporate sustainability
Nations

ramme and Standard & Poor's
UNEP

ell? -
g Corporate 

tai
the

ustry"

Global A roundtable at the International Motor Show, September 
12th, 2003 - Frankfurt/M, Germany 

UNEP eport G reporting by
s choose to produce

e others choose not to
UNEP port: A

ew of Environmental
I

G ber of companies
with environmental reporting, the quality of reporting,

orting across the sector and

UNEP
UNIDO

onal
entre

mme

C
V

ent the Cleaner
nd government

onditions

UNIDO Advisory Assistance on 
Reducing Air Pollution
Caused By Copper Refinery 
in Shanghai 

China A project that aims at increasing energy efficiency and 
improving substantially the environmental performance
of the so-called poling process

UNIDO Assistance in Cleaner
Production of Basic Organic
Chemicals

China A project to provide advisory services to Jilin Chemical 
Industries needed for the installation and modification of
cleaner production equipment for the production of basic
chemicals such as acetaldehyde, acetic acid and acetic
anhydride

UNIDO China Motor System Energy China A project to control the growth of greenhouse gas 
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Conservation Programme tional programme to 
nts in factories

emissions by establishing a na
promote motor system improveme
throughout China

Corporate Socia
Responsibilit

lobal A publication that reviews recent tre
and practice and, in doing so
their relevance for small and medi
and on the context of economic deve
developing countries. It is ar
day, CSR will only prevail and rem

Corporate Social
Responsibility: Im
for Small and Mediu
Enterprises in D

ations implications and potential roles fo
countries

Ghg Emissions Re
Chinese Tves -

tion in
hina

Township-Village Enterprises (TVE)
the utilization of energy efficient tec
products in the brick, cement, met
sectors

Pollution Control
Township and Vi

hina A project to r
the four most energy-intensive
making, cement, coking and meta
mark
formulate an institutional strengthen
a commercialization strategy

Technologies Progr me
hina A program to reduce enviro

improve the competitiveness of indu
through the adoption of cleaner and e
sound technologies

Climate-
Friendly
Financing Facility

hina A project to substantially increase
medium-sized enterprises (SM
and efficient energy services, there
greenhouse gas emissions 

UNIDO s
of China's Industrial Policies
For Key Industries To 

inable
Development

C  of the Department of 
strial Policy (DLTPIP) of the

ing Committee to revise China's industrial 
ht of sustainability
environment)

Evaluation and Adju tment

Promote Susta

hina A project to strengthen the capacity
Long-term Planning and Indu
State Plann
policy for the five key sectors in lig
(competitiveness, employment and
considerations

ietnam Analysis of environmental de
problem

UNIDO  C T strategy in 
dustry-related norms, standard regulations and 

legislation in environment

Industrial Pollution ontrol hailand An assessment of existing policies and 
in

UNIDO n
t Tri

V vironmental impacts
by carrying out

studies to better define the regional impacts, prescribing
appropriate guidelines for waste emissions, formulating a 
strategy to meet these guidelines, and promoting
voluntary compliance

Industrial Pollutio
Reduction in Vie

ietnam A project to reduce the negative en
from industrial operations in Viet Tri 

UNIDO l
y and the

Development Agenda: 
Should SMEs Care?

G nds in CSR theory
, places special emphasis on 

um enterprises (SMEs)
lopment in

gued that at the end of the
ain an important force 

if SMEs can be effectively engaged
UNIDO

plic
m

eveloping
Countries

Global A report published in 2002 that focuses on CSR 
r SMEs in developing

UNIDO Energy Conservation and
duc

Phase II

C A project to reduce GHG emissions in China from the 
sector by increasing

hnologies and 
al casting and coking

UNIDO Energy Conservation and
in

llage
Enterprises

C eview the current manufacturing patterns in 
TVE sub-sectors (brick

l casting), identify key 
etable technologies and demonstration sites, and

ing programme and 

UNIDO Environmentally Sound
am

C nmental pollution and 
strial entities
nvironmentally

UNIDO Establishing 
 Technology

C financing to small and 
Es) that can provide clean 

by reducing

UNIDO Industrial Environmental
Protection Policies

V gradation and associated
s originating from industrial activities

UNIDO International Conference on
Plastics Waste Recycling
Technology, Shanghai, 15- 18 
April 1991 

China A conference to demonstrate to participating countries
the applied technologies and the equipment for plastics
waste recycling

UNIDO Investment Promotion For
Environmentally Sound

China A project to assess the policy, institutional and business
climate existing in the Taihu Basin with a view to 
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Technology For The Taihu 
Basin

identifying opportunities for investing in environmentally
sound technologies and processes

hailand A project to formulate international
that aims to establish up
capability on environment suited pac
and recycling at the thai packaging c

UNIDO hnology
Centre

V gical support capability and
ologies that ensures
nvironment

Packaging Tec
Development

and ietnam A project to establish technolo
to introduce modern packaging techn
packaging with minimal damage to e

ambodia A project to assist the governme
productivity and competitiven
base, as well as improve industry
and more local markets, through the
export-oriented enterprises of clea
techniques and technology 

Industrial Produ
ao A program to assist the gover

productivity and competitiveness o
as well as improve its access to in
local markets, through the applicatio
enterprises of cleaner production
technology

UNIDO dustria
hi Minh

V r industrial pollution
and around Ho Chi 

 which may involve
ocedures or plant modifications

rating efficiency and
profitability

Reduction of In
Pollution in Ho C
City

l ietnam A project to diagnose the causes fo
and inefficient plant operation in
Minh City and recommend remedies
changing operating pr
which are expected to increase ope

UNIDO ia
llution in Ho Chi Minh 

 Phase

V of Clean Production
endly policies, assistance to companies in the

study to explore cost
nd

 of local R&D

Reduction of Industr
Po

l

City, Viet Nam: Iii

ietnam A project to address development
(CP) fri
advanced aspects of CP, feasibility
effective ways of disseminating CP, a
institutionalization and capacity-building
institutions

Reduction of I
Pollution: Ho Chi M
Phase Ii 

ietnam A project to demonstrate how pollu
waste water pollution can be r
industrial production

Treatment of Efflue
Textile Factory

in A
ietnam Preparatory assistance to analyze th

and printing departments at the Na
determine to what exte

UNIDO din
ducts To

International Standards and 
ments

V ional framework for the 
at advice, information and 

including export
and environmental
y for fish processing

Support For Upgra
Seafood Pro

g

Quality Require

ietnam A project to establish the institut
fishery processing sector so th
guidelines on a number of issues
marketing, quality control, financial
issues and project design/technolog
can be provided

ietnam A pro

UNIDO Packaging and the
Environment

T technical assistance
-to-date knowledge and advisory 

kaging production
entre

UNIDO Promotion of Cleaner
Industrial Production 

C nt to improve the
ess of its growing industry

's access to international
application by

ner production 

UNIDO Promotion of Cleaner
ction

L nment to improve the 
f its growing industry,

ternational and more
n by export-oriented

techniques and

UNIDO ndustrial
inh City:

V tion and especially
educed through cleaner 

UNIDO Reduction, Control and 
nt

V e dyeing, finishing
m Dinh Textile Mill to

nt they could be modified in order
to reduce the effluent

UNIDO Transfer of Cleaner Process 
Technologies in The Pulp and 
Paper Industry

V ject to improve the environmental performance of 
the pulp and paper industry in Vietnam

UNIDO Viet Nam National Cleaner 
Production Centre

Vietnam A project to promote and disseminate the concept of 
cleaner production through the development and
operation of a Viet Nam National Cleaner Production 
Centre

USAID Fisheries Improved for
Sustainable Harvest (FISH)
project in the Philippines

Philippines A project to assess the current fishing industry challenges
and recommend good fisheries management practices in
order to balance biodiversity conservation with increased
fisheries production 
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USAID Strengthening 
Coffee Cooperative System

T
L

cessing, and
coffee products by the 

, a federation of Timorese-
d exports premium 

y coffee market

the National imor-
este

A project to improve production, pro
marketing of organic and fair-trade
Cooperative Café Timor (CCT)
owned cooperatives that produces an
organic coffee in the world specialt

Governance (EcoG
hilippines A program to links the sust

the capacity of commercial and m
and link the issuance/renewal of lice
performance

Extension Services for
hilippines A project to strengthen the p

governments, universities and farmer groups
private sector to better utilize resou
sustainable development of the coc

hina A project to assist Beijing Mun
effective strategies for a comprehe
protection program, strengthen
institutional framework requi
investments needed to start th
renovation of a number of highly po

Chongqing Industria
Pollution Control a

hina A project to help Chongqing municipal
significant reduction in pollution and
productive facilities (iron a
establish a strategy and pre

Company Codes o lobal Research analyses to determine t
of conduct in apparel, footwear, and
agribusiness, tourism, oil and gas, a
the e
internationally agreed standa

Demand-Side
Energy Efficien

WB f th
rporate Social

Responsibility (CSR)
activities of large scale 
mining companies in the 

d the 
lic sector roles

P g practices of
ppines

Diagnostic study o
Co

e

Philippines an
respective pub
that strengthen CSR

hilippines A diagnostic study into CSR minin
companies operating in the Phili

Efficient In
Project and emissions of total suspended par

dioxide and nitrogen oxides through
affordable energy efficient and clean
(IB) design and the mass pro

USAID USAEP Environmental
ov)

P ainable yield of fish stock with
unicipal fishing fleets,

nses with

USAID USAEP Sustainable Cocoa

Smallholders (SUCCESS)

P artnership between local
 and the U.S.

rces to support the 
oa industry

WB Beijing Environmental Project C icipality to plan cost-
nsive environmental

the policy and
red, and support priority
e process including

lluting industries
WB l

nd Reform
Project

C ity achieve a 
restructure

nd steel industry) and
pare a long-term plan

WB f Conduct
and International Standards: 
An Analytical Comparison

G he content of CSR codes
light manufacturing,

nd mining sectors and
xtent to which code content derives from

rds
WB Management &

cy Project
Vietnam A project to develop and expand demand-side

management (DSM) business programs and develop
sustainable business models and mechanisms to support
energy efficiency retrofit investments in commercial and
industrial facilities

WB dustrial Boilers China A project to reduce Greenhouse Gas Emissions (GHG) 
ticulates, sulfur
the development of 

er industrial boilers
duction and marketing of 

such IB models
WB Electricity Generating

Authority of Thailand
(EGAT) Investment Program
Support Project

Thailand A project that includes the regulatory-system reform for 
the energy sector such as formulation of corporate policy
for environmental and social management

WB Energy Conservation Project China A project to achieve large, sustained and growing 
increases in energy efficiency and associated reductions in 
the rate of growth in carbon dioxide emissions and other
pollutants as well as to provide access to information on 
successful domestic experiences, particularly to 
enterprises
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WB cation: Toward
Common Standards

G ture that illustrates
ciations, environmental

nal
romoting codes of
ed and certified

Forest Certifi lobal A paper by the Resources for the Fu
the active roles that industry asso
NGOs, national governments, and internatio
organizations in developing and p
conduct that are formally sanction

Project
hina A project to improve the environm

Guilin, in support of sustainable
poverty alleviation in the region, w
project to fund sugar refinery poll

hina Part of a phased development progra
improv
Hubei Province, including identificat
impact industrial air and water pollu
reduce their pollution 

hilippines A project to strengthen envi
with the revival of the industrial sect
and export credits for on-lend
industrial subsectors for moderniz
new facilities, including investments
conservation and pollution control de

Strengthening a
Co
Project

hilippines A project to assist the Laguna Lake
Authority, Local Government Uni
stakeholders improve the en
Laguna De Bay watershed, includin
incentives for environmental man
disclosure o f environmental perform

hina A project to assist in financing an in

enterprises among others
Mining Sector Ins
Strengthening T
Assistan

apua New 
uinea

A project to strengthen institutional capacity
Mining Department (DoM) and the I

and mining projects and to the

WB n
rate

G the range of roles that
providing an 
social responsibility

Public Sector Roles i
Strengthening Corpo
Social Responsibility: A
Baseline Study

lobal A report categorizes and discusses
public sector agencies have played in
'enabling environment' for corporate

Public
Strengthening Corp
Social Respon
Stock

ate corporate social responsibility

WB r Support
n of Corporate

Social Responsibility (CSR) in
hains

Conclusions from Practical
Experience

G ents of developing
nabling environments

ocial responsibility in global supply chains 

Public Secto
Implementatio

for the

Global Supply C :

lobal A report on ways in which governm
countries can create more effective e
for corporate s

WB Guangzi Urban Environment C ent of Nanning and 
economic growth and 

hich includes a pilot
ution abatement

WB Hubei Urban Environment
Project

C m designed to 
e environmental conditions and management in

ion of the highest-
ters and significantly

WB Industrial Restructuring
Project

P ronmental protection along
or through credit line

ing to enterprises in eligible
ation, expansion and 

 in energy
vices among others 

WB Laguna de Bay Institutional
nd

mmunity Participation

P Development
ts, and other

vironmental quality of the
g the introduction of

agement through public
ance (Eco Watch)

WB Liaoning Environment
Project

C vestment program
addressing air pollution mitigation measures in 

WB titutional
echnical

ce Project

P
G

 within the
nternal Revenue

Commission (IRC) to administer and regulate exploration
reby contribute to socially

and environmentally sustainable private mineral
investment

WB  Sector Roles in 
or

sibility: Taking

Global An assessment of public policy roles to strengthen

WB Race to the Top: Attracting
and Enabling Global
Sustainable Business
(Business Survey Report) 

Global A report that identifies business initiatives worldwide to 
increase profits by making progress on sustainability

WB Renewable Energy
Development Project 

China A project to foster development of a sustainable market 
for PV technologies and demonstration of the viability of 
commercial wind development

WB Shandong Environment China Part of a phased development program of Shandong 
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Project ions, including
 to assist heavily

ized enterprises to carry
waste minimization in 

al regulations

Province to improve environmental condit
a revolving credit subloans facility
polluting small and medium-s
out pollution abatement such as
order to comply with environment

advancing renewable energy comme
others

hina A project to strengthen their enviro
management capabilities, in
large-scale industrial p
small-scale industrial pollution contr
pilot township and village
environmental m

WB pm C nt's continuing reforms
so as to promote the 
nhancing

Technology Develo
Project

ent hina A project to support the governme
in technology policy and institutions
development of clean, productivity e
technologies in China's industries

and Environment Pr ject
hina A project to help the Tian

increase efficiency and responsiven
and environmental managem
of credit for pollution control investm
enterprises to undertake waste minim
cost-effective pollution redu

WB n
Management Project

In ework which will form
dation for

te management, including
a Community and Private Sector Participation component
to provide technical assistance, training, and information
on ways to reduce pollution to SMEs

Western Java Enviro mental donesia A project to lay the strategic fram
the institutional and community foun
sustainable environmental was

WB Solar Home Systems Project Indonesia A project to facilitate private sector participation in 
rcialization among 

WB Southern Jiangsu
Environmental Protection 
Project

C nmental planning and
cluding a line of credit for 

ollution control subprojects and 
ol subprojects and 

industrial enterprise
anagement subprojects

WB Tianjin Urban Development
o

C jin Municipal Government to 
ess of its infrastructure

ent systems, including a line
ents for industrial
ization or other

ction measures

WB Yunnan Environment Project China Part of a phased development program of Yunnan 
Province to improve environmental conditions, including
industrial pollution control component with direct
financial support for enterprises to abate pollution 
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ANNEX B 
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTENT OF CODES OF CONDUCT
AND POLICY

This table shows the environmental codes of conduct, policies, and guidelines of companies
d in

INDUSTRY COUNTRY MAIN ENVIRONMENTAL CONTENT

discusse the paper.

NAME
Interna
Council of T
Industrie

tional
oy

s

Manufacturing Intern plicable local laws
sk protection

ational Comply with or exceed all ap
concerning sanitation and ri

Intern
Council of 

ational

Chemical
Associations

ern e their company’s and the
chemical industry’s performance in protecting

throughout the life 
d processes

Chemical Int ational Continuously improv

people and the environment
cycle of their products an

Novartis
(Thailand) Lt

maceu (Swiss
Thaila

to protect the 
d.

Phar ticals  based)
nd

Respect highest standards
environment

BP Indonesia U.K. Safety, Security and
nt System and rules to

mages to the environment

Oil and Gas Comply with the BP Health,
Environment Manageme
minimize any da

Levi Strau
Co

ss & Textile and
Garment

U.S. ners who share the
mmitment to the environment

Do business only with part
company's co

Fuji Xerox ice Equi t U.S. manner that safeguards 
onment, conserves 

ces

Off pmen Conduct operations in a
health, protects the envir
valuable materials and resour

Thai
Petrochemical

PI
p

Petrochemical Thaila s, regulations and
; minimize risks to the

yIndustry (T
Grou

)

nd Comply with the law
international standards
environment and communit

Dow Ch
(Union C

emic
arbide)

ical .S. d operations meet 
d Dow standards

al Chem U Ensure that products an
applicable government an

British American Tobacco U.K. able laws and regulations,
ssing the 

afety impacts
Tobacco

Comply with all applic
establish procedures for asse
environmental, health and s

CLP Holding
Lim

s,
ited

Energy H.K.,  with all applicable environmental laws
and regulations, continuously improve

e

China Comply

environmental performanc
Hong Kong

tural
s

Department

Government H.K., China Deliver our services in an environmentally
ith all relevant
minimum

requirement

Architec
Service

responsible manner, comply w
legislation and regulations as a

Mass Transit 
Railway
Corporation
(MTR)

Railroad H.K., China Comply with all occupational health and safety
legislation, commit to the continuous review of 
environmental issues

Ford Malaysia -
Shah Alam 
Assembly Plant

Automobile Malaysia Compliance with laws, rules and regulations

Ford Motor 
Company

Automobile U.S. Work to provide effective environmental solutions
and to continuously reduce environmental impacts
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Siam Cement
up

Conglomerates Thaila xceed all applicable
duce waste fromGro

nd Control pollution to meet or e
government requirements, re
production and other processes
Comply with all a
relating to the environm
on its environmental performan

Statoil il and Ga Norw ent - conserve
d discharges as well

O s ay "Zero harm" to the environm
biodiversity, limit emissions an
as land use
Work wit
universal principles of operat
responsible and ethica
protect the environment
Run business in an envir
manner, support

Shell Re
Compa

fining
ny

nd Ga Malay fety, Security and 
ormance we can be proud 

of and to earn the confidence of customers,
shareholders and society at large

Oil a s sia Aim to have a Health, Sa
Environment (HSSE) perf

Matsush
Electric

ita

ny
(Malaysia)
Berhad

lectronics Malay ental requirements,
ucts' and 'clean factory'

Compa

E sia Comply with environm
promote 'green prod
programs

PT Freeport
Indonesia

Indon atutes and
regulations and commit to continuous
improvement of environmental performance

Mining esia Comply with environmental st

Rex Hotel rism ietn ronmental legislation
ously seek to improve its

Tou V am Comply with all local envi
and continu
environmental performance

Industries Sd

sia Comm
of pollution

HSBC Financial Hong standards of
ip

Kong Seek to demonstrate the highest
environmental stewardsh

based) Contribute to society,
global environment

ST
Microelectronics

micondu Switz Environmental
lish as part of its Annual

Se ctor erland Commit to Total Quality and
Management and to pub
Report, a specific Social and Environmental report

Tesco  Retail U.K. pplicable laws and regulations
ent, commit to reporting

ce

Starbucks Retail U.S. h suppliers that are committed to our
ing their business in a 

l manner and helping to

Citigroup Financial U.S. onmentally sensitive
the Equator Principles

Excelbond Metal
Recycling

n
Bhd

Metal Malay it to continual improvement and prevention

Canon Office Equipment (Japan
China

including preservation of the 

Advanced Micro
Devices

Semiconductor U.S. Protect the environment and assure compliance
with applicable laws and regulations worldwide

Kraft Foods Retail U.S. Commit to reducing environmental impact, 
preventing pollution and promoting the 
sustainability of natural resources while providing
quality products

Oxiana Inc. Mining Australia Comply with any applicable statutory laws and
regulations, integrate sound environmental
management into all of its business
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ANNEX C 
PUBLIC DISCLOSURE PROGRAMS AS REGULATORY
TOOLS

Annex C describes public disclosure progra
one of the successful regulatory tools that

orpo
regio

d Ra
a

in 1
a national scale, hoping to evaluate 2000 fi

in the year 2000.  However, overtaken by
PRO
998 d

rm the
ironment
ROPER.

PROPER
d to the

ntralized
OPER II

design
a m
a w

nclud
aste

urces management, Environmental Im
Assessment requirements, and specifics ab

Syste
w

s w
sou
up

satisfies more of these criteria (Jakarta Post,
2005).

Finally, a ministerial decree endorsed PROPER
II and encouraged further community
development and firm participation. The annual
ratings are disclosed to the public over the 
summer months in an official ceremony
sponsored by the Ministry of Environment,

n of TV and daily
ental advocacy
factories audited

ing over the past 
ngs for only 85

2003-2004, the 
2004-2005, it saw

ercent, thus
, not a single

rk: 23 were rated
72 Black (Figure

C.1).  Of the 72 companies rated black, 14 have
ng in the two previous

PROPER II audits.  The latest result shows that 
more than half of the 466 companies meet the 
minimum standards or above.

Figure C.1 PROPER II Rating in 2004-2005

ms,
are

rate
n.

ting
s to
993,
rms
the

PER

factories' Environmental Management
It is based on at least 50 criteria, such as
management for liquid and hazardou
environmental impact analysis, and re
management.  A company’s rating goes

which sees ample participatio
newspapers, and environm
groups. The number of firms/
has been consistently increas
three years: in 2002-2003, rati
companies were disclosed; in
number went up to 251, and in
a further increase of about 20 p
reaching 466 firms. In 2005
company received a Gold ma
Green, 221 Blue, 150 Red, and

used to facilitate CESR and to improve c
environmental performance in the EAP

Indonesia Pollution Control, Evaluation an
Program (PROPER) II. Indonesia’s goal w
expand PROPER, which was introduced
to

East Asian crisis of the late 1990s, the 
program became dormant between 1
2000.

In 2001, as the country recovered fo
financial crisis, the Ministry of Env
asked the World Bank to help revamp P
Between 2001 and 2002, the original
methodology was reworked and adapte
newly deployed country-wide dece
administrative structure. As a result, PR
was officially launched in 2002. The new
would enable the program to reach
larger number of firms and to apply
range of performance parameters, i
indicators for air quality, hazardous w
reso

an
also received a Black rati

uch
50

150

200

250

m
Red: Poor in

environmental
management
that do not

meet
standards

Black:
Substandard
performance
w ith serious

environmental
damages

# 
o

m
pa

ni
es

100

f C
o

ider
ing

and
pact
out
ms.
aste
aste,
rces
as it 

0
Gold :

Exemplary
environmental
performance

Green: Above
standards &

good
maintenance

and
housekeeping

Blue: Efforts
meet minimu

standards

Source: Jakarta Post, 2005. 

PROPER II is a successful
innovative approach to compl

example of an
ement the existing

rather weak command-and-control regulation, It
shows how public disclosure can influence other 
areas, such as informal regulation by
communities, investor preference for clean 
firms, and consumer preference for green 
products. It offers another option to 
policymakers, but it also imposes new 
responsibilities for strategic thinking about the
benefits and costs of pollution control, strong 
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commitment to public participation, an
clever, focused use of information technologi

after
dus

lso r
e w
plia

is p
of 12
egion
nclud
iles,
requ
data
mpa

m
Bl

nce w
the number

companies rated black, indicating
ach

998).
mpa

nd
ives s

quenc
submitting monitoring reports to high achie

losed
nsiste
onme
mpa
d lf-

nitor
identified that water pollution in the Philipp

lation, fishery
al damages and costs reaching

US$1.3 billion.  To improve and monitor the
beach environment, the Beach EcoWatch
program was designed to raise awareness and
address water quality-related issues by
providing the public with information on water
pollution.

d a
es.

the
trial
ated

ith

The International Workshop o
Program for the Philippines
with 100 participants from vario
agencies, non-government
academia and private institu
governments in partnersh
stakeholders in La U

Philippines EcoWatch Program. Modeled
Indonesian PROPER program, the In
EcoWatch program in the Philippines a
companies’ environmental performanc
five colors based on companies’ com
with environmental regulations. Th
program was undertaken in 1997. Out
companies in the Metro Manila r
involved about 1,000 companies, i
industries such as beverages, food, text
pulp and paper (Business Daily 1998). It
self-monitoring and reporting of the
water quality. In this program, 39 co
were found to be discharging pollution
than the regulations allowed (i.e., rating
and only 26 companies were in complia
the regulations68. In 1998,

nce
ilot

,000
, it
ing

and
ired
 on
nies
ore
ck)

Oriental Mindoro in the Ph
several Beach EcoWatch consul

Currently, a draft national eco
is being prepared by the
Tourism, which will hopefull
national Beach EcoWatch s
Monitoring and Evaluation
national certification for beaches,
Blue Flag certification, is als
intermediate goala

ith
of

that
ieve
No

nies

the
uch
y of
vers
the

ntly
ntal
nies

management system and syste
public access to information
quality in the Philippines based
the U.S., Europe and Latin Am

China Green Watch Programs.
Watch programs were carrie
locations in China—Zhenjiang
Province and Hohhot in Inner
programs mandated partic
companies selected. For the Zh
91 large polluters selecte
industries were rated b
environmental performan
emissions, inspection reco
com

companies made no effort to
compliance, declined to 19 (DENR 1
follow-up surveys on participating co
from this pilot program were found.

In 2003, the Philippines decided to exte
program nationwide, providing incent
as permit extensions and reduced fre

(DENR 2003). In 2005, the program disc
names of 43 companies that were co
out of compliance with envir
standards. However, some of the 43 co
had not even submitted the require
monitoring reports (DENR 2005).

The 2003 Philippines Environment Mo

se

has
ines
and

not only water pollution, as
PROPER or the Filipino EcoWa
also air, noise, solid waste,
showed that a few compan
highest green rating and 31affects the health of the popu

tourism with tot

68 See http://www.worldbank.org/nipr/
pub_info.htm#ecowatch.

n Beach EcoWatch
was held in 2004

us government
organizations,

tions.  The local
ip with other 

nion, Cebu, Bohol, and
ilippines also led
tations.

tourism standard
Department of 

y include a set of 
tandards and a
framework.  A

 similar to the 
o envisioned. An

is to test an information
matic provision of

on beach water
on lessons from 

erica.

In 1999, Green 
d out in two 

in Jiangsu
Mongolia. Both 

ipation for the
enjiang program,

d from several
ased on their 
ce, including
rds, regulatory

pliance, records of public complaints, and
environmental management systems. It covered

in the Indonesian
tch program, but
etc. The result

ies achieved the
 percent of the 

companies earned a superior blue rating (Wang
and others 2002).

For the Hohhot program, the scale of this public
disclosure program was smaller than the 
Zhenjiang program. Since it was a poor 
economic region in China, the program covered 
only 56 companies and only water and air
pollution. Companies were selected based on
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their pollution level, their susceptibi
public pressure, and their abilit
independent action. Among the 56 ent
companies that were at least in com
increased from 24 percent percent to 62
while the companies in

lity
y

erpr
plia

perc
the worst catego

declined from 11 percent to 5 percent from 1999

led
ip w

w
bure

ang
y
ed t
locat
lopm

ot
n of

program to other regions where economic and
erent
ed t

ol
200

, G
am w
rt o
then
me

s, heavy
nd food

processing sectors, were selected to participate
in the pilot program in Hanoi. Environmental
performance of the enterprises was rated
through quick environmental assessment, 
independent monitoring, and self-monitor 
reporting. The participating enterprises were 
classified twice in February and June 2002, using

ftware. There was
between the two

f enterprises to
figures for first 

enterprises rated
od and five enterprises rated as 

satisfactory to one excellent, one Good and ten 
d.

great impacts on 
in the program.
rises was trained

quick assessment
 agencies was
amboo” rating

ware of the new 
n as an effective
al communities

e through the
 water pollution and the efforts

taken by enterprises and regulatory agencies in
mass media had

role in putting
to improve their 

Ministry of
sources allocated
proximately US$

program in Hanoi
the experience to other 

provinces and cities.  In addition, the Danish
Government committed support during the
period 2003-2005 as a follow-up activity to
strengthen the environmental public disclosure,
and, at the same time, to enhance the capacity of
the environmental information and reporting
system from central to local levels.

 to
for

ises,
nce
ent,
ries

institutional circumstances may be diff
a result, the program has been expand
municipalities in Jiangsu Province inv
about 2,500 companies (Wang and others

Vietnam Green Bamboo Program. In 2002
Bamboo program was created in Vietn
assistance from the World Bank as pa
IDF-funded project on Streng
Institutional Capacity for Environ
Information Management. 50 enterprise
water polluters in the textile a

the "Green Bamboo" rating so
a significant shift of results
rounds, showing the effort o
reduce water pollution. The
round changed from no
Excellent and Go

that
ere
eak
aus
and
also
heir
ions
ents
hers
the

Satisfactory in the second roun

The pilot program had also
other stakeholders involved
Technical staff from the enterp
on pollution prevention and
methods. Staff from regulatory
trained to use the “Green B
software and became more a
approach in using informatio
management tool. The loc
became more collaborativ
knowledge of

to 2000 (Wang and others 2002).

These two pilot programs in China revea
governmental support and leadersh
important to success, enabling politically
municipal environmental protection
(EPBs) to disclose the information (W
others 2002). In addition, the
demonstrated that companies improv
environmental performance at both
where economic and institutional deve
were significantly different (Wang and
2002). This supports the applicatio

. As
o 13
ving
2).

reen
ith

f an
ing

ntal

solving the problems. The
proven to play an effective
pressure on the enterprises
environmental performance.

As a result of the pilot program, the 
Environment and Natural Re
an operational budget of ap
20,000 in 2002 to continue the
and disseminate
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